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What is the most fundamental challenge facing democracies today? One major concern is democratic backsliding, regression, or the rise of “illiberal democracies.”² Another, closely-related concern is the rise of “populism,” at least in certain forms, such as those fundamentally anti-pluralist and which view the “people” as a “moral, homogenous entity whose will cannot err,”³ or, in less virulent form, those that express impatience with institutional structures and norms -- such as judicial review, independent institutions, or separation of powers -- that stand in the way of direct, unmediated expression of the “popular will.” Good reasons exist for these concerns across many democracies today. But in my view, the deepest and perhaps most enduring challenge to democratic government across the West that has emerged in recent years is what I call “political fragmentation.”⁴ Put briefly, political fragmentation is the dispersion of political power into so many different hands and centers of power that it becomes difficult to marshal enough political power and authority for democratic governments to function effectively.

To take the United States as one example, there is little question that recent decades have seen a dramatic decline in the effectiveness of government, whether measured in the number of important bills Congress is able to enact, the proportion of all issues people identity as most important that Congress manages to address, or the number of enacted bills that update old policies enacted many decades earlier.⁵ Social scientists now write books with titles like Can America Govern Itself?⁶ Longitudinal data confirm the obvious, which is the more polarized Congress is, the less it enacts significant legislation; in the ten most polarized congressional terms, a bit more than 10.6 significant laws were enacted, while in the ten least polarized terms, that number goes up 60%, to around 16 significant enactments per term.⁷ The inability of democratic governments to deliver on the issues their populations care most about poses serious risks.

David Runciman describes the appeal of modern democracy as essentially twofold.⁸ It offers dignity and respect to citizens, whose views and votes elected rulers must take seriously. And it delivers long-term benefits. What happens when democracies become unable to provide the latter? At a minimum, it can lead to alienation, resignation, distrust, and withdrawal among
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many citizens. Even worse, it can spawn demands for authoritarian leaders who promise to cut through the dysfunction of the political process. And at an even more extreme, it can lead people to question the efficacy of democracy itself and become open to anti-democratic systems of government. The rise of a more prosperous China, and its model of one-party, authoritarian capitalism increases the risk that some citizens in democratic states might become tempted to look to non-democratic systems in search of effective governance.\(^8\)

Analysis of modern democracies has not sufficiently recognized the emergence of political fragmentation as a major challenge, nor grasped the range of implications it has for the possible future of democratic processes, institutions, and governance. Political fragmentation is related to polarization, populism, and the risk of authoritarianism. But the most profound question it poses to democracies – both for those that seem fragile\(^9\) and those that currently seem less so -- is whether the ability to sustain legitimate democratic authority is coming into question. “Legitimate” here means broadly accepted authority, in the sociological sense (not the normative sense).

In Part I of this article, I define political fragmentation more fully and describe its various manifestations, including the different forms fragmentation takes today in proportional-representation (PR) political systems and in first-past-the-post (FPTP) ones.

The rest of the article aims to raise the question whether this fragmentation is likely to be a temporary, contingent feature of Western democracies or a more enduring one. Part II briefly explores the main economic and cultural drivers of political fragmentation. This is a prelude to Part III, which turns to the role of the communications revolution in spawning political fragmentation. Part III argues that the challenge the communications revolution poses to democracy is deeper than familiar concerns with disinformation, misinformation, “hate speech,” or anonymous speech funded through “dark” (undisclosed) money. Even apart from those issues – or even if those issues could be solved through platform self-regulation, governmental policies, or other means -- the communications revolution weakens the authority and legitimacy of institutions, both public and private. To the extent the communications revolution is a significant contributor to the political fragmentation of Western democracies, this fragmentation is likely to be enduring.

In the political sphere, fragmentation is both effect and cause of the inability of democratic governments to deliver effectively on the issues their citizens care most about. The perceived failure of democratic governments to do so in recent decades has driven the search for alternatives to the long dominant structures of political authority, as well as the withdrawal of many from democratic politics. Yet the resulting fragmentation of political parties and governments perversely makes it all the more difficult for democratic governments to deliver the effective performance citizens demand. Are we becoming destined to temporarily successful forces of

\(^9\) See Samuel Issacharoff, Fragile Democracies.
disruption, soon undermined in turn by other new disruptive forces, in an endless cycle that makes effective democratic governance more difficult to establish and sustain?

I. POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION

An image for our age: French President Emmanuel Macron, the great disruptor of the traditional two-party structure that had dominated French politics for six decades – elected in 2017 with two-thirds of the final-round vote – one year later effectively trapped in his office, trying to remain “invisible,” because any public appearance would lead to the nearly instant mobilization of spontaneous, yet somehow organized, large street crowds of Yellow Vest protestors.\(^{10}\) A year after Macron had swept aside the long-dominant structures of traditional political authority, his own legitimacy and authority was in turn being eroded and undermined -- not by the return of those traditional structures or conventional partisan opposition – but by leaderless, popular political forces. The disruptor was disrupted overnight: a particularly dramatic example of both the fragmentation of political authority and the resulting difficulty of sustaining legitimate authority.

Political fragmentation takes many different forms. But in general, I mean the myriad ways in which political power today is effectively dispersed among so many political parties, organized groups, non-organized groups, and independent political figures, including both governmental actors and non-governmental actors. No longer is political power, in most democracies, effectively controlled by, or contained within, the centralized, major institutions that had long been perceived to be the legitimate vehicles for organizing and exercising that authority (the leadership of the executive and legislative branches, the traditional political parties and their leaders, the governing majority coalition).

Concerns about political fragmentation have long been central in thought about the structural design of democratic institutions. That design involves tradeoffs among a range of significant democratic values and concerns. Should representative institutions be elected through proportional representation or first-past-the-post elections; the former might lead more segments of society to feel fairly represented, but the latter might produce more decisive, effective government. A federal system might mitigate concerns about an overweening central state, but might also fragment power to the point of hamstringing necessary centralized authority. Separated powers systems might provide a check against concentrated power, but might disperse authority too broadly for government to function effectively. Pooled sovereignty arrangements might generate economic and other benefits, but fragment authority in ways that undermine political accountability.

\(^{10}\) Sylvie Corbet, \textit{As Protest Rages in France, Macron Remains Invisible}, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Dec. 7, 2018), https://www.apnews.com/3b7d4a322df34823b448dab4d4e2e03a; see also SOPHIE PEDDER, \textit{Revolution Francaise: Emmanuel Macron and the Quest to Reinvent a Nation} (2018).
Concerns about fragmentation have also been central to debates about the underlying social foundations necessary for democratic governments to exist and succeed. Reflecting a common 19th century view, John Stuart Mill asserted that democracy required an underlying society not fragmented in certain ways: "Free institutions are next to impossible in a country made up of different nationalities. Among a people without fellow-feeling, especially if they read and speak different languages, the united public opinion necessary to the working of representative government cannot exist." But after the middle of the 20th century, this social homogeneity no longer was thought necessary. Much of the West shifted to the belief that democratic systems are suitable regardless of religious, cultural, linguistic, tribal, racial, ethnic or other differences within a society, including those emerging from civil wars that took place along these lines. As Amartya Sen puts it: "In the domain of political ideas perhaps the most important change to occur [in the twentieth century] has been the recognition of democracy as an acceptable form of government that can serve any nation…"

This essay addresses issues of fragmentation arising in the space between the design of democratic institutions and the social and cultural foundations of democratic societies. It focuses on fragmentation that has been emerging in the spheres of democratic politics and governance in recent years. We do not appreciate fully how pervasive are these developments, nor the depth of the challenge they pose to democracies.

A. PR-Systems and Fragmentation. In the proportional-representation democracies, the most obvious and familiar expression of political fragmentation is the unraveling of the traditionally dominant, center-left and center-right major political parties or coalitions that had governed in most democracies since World War II. These parties and coalitions were largely organized along class lines; higher income, more educated voters gave most of their votes to the parties of the right, while middle income and working class voters cast most of their votes for the party of the left. The unknitting of this fundamental structure of political competition, in both attitudes and voting behavior, is both cause and effect of the ensuing political fragmentation that now characterizes many of the European democracies.

The most consequential, direct manifestation of that fragmentation is the decline of the vote share and hence political power of the traditional two major parties across various European democracies. Between 1970 and 2010, the number of new political parties grew from four to twenty-eight; the number of people who were members of these new parties grew by a factor of
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Overall, the mean vote share for the traditional major parties declined from 86% to 72% between 2004 and 2015; emerging new parties doubled their vote share during this time to 23%. This fracturing of power across more and smaller parties not only makes putting together effective governing coalitions more difficult, it also makes the political sphere more volatile, as new parties pop up almost overnight and grab slices of power, including parties that style themselves as “anti-parties,” reflecting a view that politics should somehow do away with parties altogether. In various individual countries, the details of this general story are particularly dramatic.

In the most recent national elections in Germany, for instance, voters in 2017 abandoned the traditionally dominant large parties of the center-left (the Social Democrats) and center-right (the Christian Democrats) in droves. In the 1970s, these parties regularly combined to receive over 90 percent of the vote; in 2017, they combined for only 53%. The Christian Democrats received their lowest vote share since 1949; the votes the major parties hemorrhaged were grabbed by smaller parties of the right and left, including the Alternative for German (AfD); the Free Democrats; the Greens; and the Left. Not surprisingly, it then took six months to put together a governing coalition, the longest since the creation of Germany’s post-WWII democracy (at the
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time this is written, pollsters are predicting that after Germany’s imminent elections, “we will never have had so many government options in Germany’s postwar history”.

In France, the disruptive nature of the 2017 election was that neither of the main center-left (the Socialists) or center-right (the Republicans) parties that between them had governed France since WWII was able to garner sufficient support even to get a candidate into the final round of the election. Disaffection from these long-dominant parties was so great that Emmanuel Macron was able to create a new party virtually overnight, which then vaulted him into the Presidency and captured majority control of Parliament. In Austria, the two major parties, the Christian democratic People’s Party (ÖVP) and the social democratic SPÖ, had dominated Austrian politics throughout the post-WWII decades of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first. But in the 2016 presidential elections, their candidates fell to fourth and fifth place. The far-right Freedom Party candidate received the plurality, with 35.1%, while the green party candidate received 21.3%, with a run-off election needed to find a winner. The country is now governed by an ideologically incoherent coalition of the conservative People’s Party and the Green Party – as one Austrian political scientist note, no party is ideologically further from the Greens than the People’s Party.

In 2010, the Sweden Democrats, a right-wing party with an anti-immigration platform, entered the scene. By the 2018 general election, it won the third-most votes (in 2019, it polled the highest of any party). It then took 134 days to form a coalition, which was a minority government, to govern. Then in June 2021, the Prime Minister lost a no-confidence vote – the first time that had happened in Sweden’s modern political history. In Denmark, the “four old parties” – the


23 In Denmark, the “four old parties” – the
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Social Democrats, Social Liberals, Conservatives, and Liberals have seen their combined vote share fall from a height of nearly 80% in 1994 to just over 60% today.24

Spain offers another example. Since Spain’s first democratic elections in 1977, after the fall of Franco’s dictatorship, two dominant political parties – on the center-left, the Socialist Worker’s Party (PSOE), on the center-right the Popular Party (PP)25, had alternated governing Spain. But in 2014, a new party, Podemos, was born partly out of the spontaneous Indignados, street-protest movement (more on that below). In the immediate 2014 European Parliament election, Podemos stunned even itself by winning 8% of the vote. It draws from those with high income and high educational levels in urban areas, but also from the unemployed, manual workers, and the self-employed. In the ensuing national elections in December 2015, the first Podemos contested, the results were so fragmented that Spain could not put together a functioning government. The PP was the leading party, but with only 28.7% of the vote – the lowest ever for the party that “won” – while the Socialists garnered 22% of the vote and Podemos, having been formed the year before, received 20.7%. Among people with a university degree and among students, roughly 30% supported Podemos. Another new party, strongly opposed to Catalan independence, took 14% of the vote. The two-party system in Spain had collapsed. After five months of failed negotiations over how to form a governing coalition, new elections had to be held.26

Spain ended up holding four national elections from 2015-2019 in the effort to find a stable governing coalition. In the spring of 2016, the results largely split along the same lines as the election five months earlier. After 300 days of deadlock, a minority government was formed. But that weak government collapsed in 2019, and elections were held again.

By then another new party, on the right, had come onto the scene: Vox, strongly against Catalanion independence, pro-European Union, and whose success was also attributable to its anti-immigration stance, an issue that became more salient as immigration from Africa increased significantly.27 The first national election in 2019 once again failed to produce a governing coalition; in November 2019, Spain then held its fourth general election in four years. At this point, the Socialists received the most votes, but Vox became the third largest party in Spain. A year earlier, Vox held no seats in Spain’s 350 person Congress of Deputies; now it held 54. In five years, Spain had gone from a two-party to a five-party system. For the first time since

25 The original party of the center-right has been the Union of the Democratic Centre, which the PP eventually replaced.
democratic elections began in the 1970s, Spain is now led by a coalitional government, led by the Socialists, with Podemos as its junior partner.

Fragmentation is also reflected in political attitudes that reveal a sharp decline in those who strongly identify with any political party. This decline, too, has been developing over a long period of time. The percent of those in Western European democracies who strongly identify with a political party declined between the 1960s and the 1990s in Austria by 66%; in Italy and Ireland, by 77%; in Sweden and Norway, by 54% and 45%; in France, by 32%. Put another way, in earlier decades in countries such as Sweden, two-thirds of people felt loyal to a particular party, but by 2010, that had fallen to 28%. So too with formal membership in the parties: between 1980-2009, party membership declined dramatically in nearly all European countries, with a falloff of more than 30% in the U.K., Norway, France, Sweden, Ireland, Switzerland, Finland, Denmark, Italy, and Belgium.

The magnitude of these declines, the consistency of their direction, and the fact that they have occurred in nearly all Western democracies for which data is available suggests that general structural forces are at work fracturing all these democracies.

Using one standard measure of volatility, the frequency in Western Europe of high-volatility elections soared in the 1990s and 2000s. In the 1990s and 2000s, the percentage of high volatility elections was 33% and 27%, respectively; in each of the four decades before then, it had ranged from only 4% to 15%. For the fifteen long-standing democracies in Europe, in particular, the level of electoral volatility hardly changed from 1950 to the 1980s, until electoral shifts started becoming more volatile in the 1990s. As Peter Maier, one of the first and most astute analysts of the unraveling of strong political parties in post-war Europe put it, “in contemporary politics, in other words, it has become less and less easy for any one party or bloc of parties to monopolize power, with the result that shared government has become more common.” But amidst increasing political fragmentation, even putting together coalitions capable of governing has become much more difficult, leading to considerably longer delays in the time it takes actually to form a government.
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After the 2017 elections in the Netherlands, it took a record 225 days to form a government. In earlier years, the three largest political parties were able to forge a government among themselves. But just as in many other European countries, between 1986 and 2012, the proportion of parliament those long-dominant (three) parties won plunged from 89% to around 60%. The proliferation of small, successful fringe parties doesn’t only make it more difficult to form governments; it also makes those governments more precarious, for when more small parties are needed to form a government, the withdrawal of any of them can bring down the government and force new elections. Belgium and Israel have their own unique polities, but they represent these developments in among their most extreme forms. After its most recent elections, in 2019, Belgium took nearly 500 days to form a government; Israel was forced to hold 4 national elections between 2019 and 2021 in the effort to find a governing coalition.

Political fragmentation in PR systems has at least five damaging effects. As chronicled above, it can make it far more difficult to form governing coalitions, which can also lead to the need for repeated national elections. If this instability is overcome, the governments that do manage to form are nonetheless more likely to lack the kind of political coherence and mandate needed to take on major issues effectively. They are also more fragile, more likely to collapse as well as coalitional partners withdraw support or votes of no-confidence are failed. Fragmentation can also make governments less accountable to voters and make voting less meaningful. Voters might have little sense in advance of which parties will be able to cobble together a majority in post-election negotiations and under what terms. Fragmentation is a sign of voter dissatisfaction with how effectively their governments are delivering on the issues they care most about, but fragmentation makes it even less likely democratic governments will be able to do so.

B. First-Past-the-Post Systems and Fragmentation. In FPTP countries, political fragmentation has also emerged as an obstacle to effective governance, though fragmentation gets expressed differently than in PR countries. Minor parties face significant structural barriers in FPTP systems. Yet despite this, the U.K. has been experiencing the same, long-term party fragmentation as in the PR countries. Indeed, “[o]ne of the biggest long-term stories in British politics [over the last several decades] is that of declining [voting] support for the two largest parties.” In 1970, around 90% of people voted for either Labor or the Conservatives; by 2010, that had fallen to 65%. Some of this reflects the rise of regional parties in Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, but even in England alone, the vote share for the two major parties declined from a peak of 97.6% in 1950 to 67.6% in 2010. Turnout in UK elections had been in the mid-

36 Id.
70% range from WWII until 1997; it reached a nadir of 59% in 2001 and since then it has mostly been in the 60% range.38

This political fragmentation culminated in the UK being forced to hold three elections between 2015 and 2019. The minority government elected in 2017 quickly fell, requiring a new election just two years later.39 Effective governing majorities were put back together in the 2019 election, at least temporarily, when the election was clearly based on a single, overriding issue: who to put in charge of managing Brexit. The Conservative Party won a landslide, enabling decisive action on Brexit finally to be taken. But whether this recent election put only a temporary pause on the splintering of the political sphere remains to be seen. Even this victory exposed the underlying ferment and turmoil of the political dynamics at work in the UK, as elsewhere; it was the unscrambling of traditional party alliances, with the Conservative Party winning over traditional Labour Party working-class voters in the north, that generated this electoral mandate. Whether these voters remain with the Conservatives, switch back to Labour, support other parties, or withdraw from politics will shape how strong and durable a governing coalition is capable of being these days in the UK. Moreover, voters in 2019 identified far more strongly with their position on Brexit than with a particularly political party; 76% strongly identified with their position on Brexit but only 48% strongly identified with a political party.40

Public opinion might suggest fragmentation will resurface, now that the clarifying nature of “the Brexit election” has passed.41 In terms of public attitudes, the percentage of those in the U.K. who strongly identify with a party declined by 15 percentage points between the 1960s and the mid-2000s;42 from 1980-2009, political-party membership in the U.K. declined by 66%.43 Similarly, in the 2019 U.K. elections for the European parliament, a few months before the 2019 general election, in which voting can be more purely expressive and less directed toward the need to form a workable government, the two major parties received only a combined vote share of 23.2%.44 The rest of the vote was splintered between the Brexit Party (31.6%); the Liberal Democrats (20.3%); the Greens (12.1%); and other parties.

40 https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2019/11/14/brexit-comes-party-election
41 See, e.g., Kaufman, at 209 (“Brexit helped marginalize UKIP, but those who consider this an permanent blow to populism should think twice. The return to two-party dominance in 2017, far from a new normal, may represent an unstable prelude to populist-right renewal.”)
43 MAIER, supra note 9, at 41.
In the United States, the hyperpolarization of the two major political parties\(^{45}\) can obscure the extent to which the US is experiencing its own form of political fragmentation. Indeed, we see the same declines in public attitudes toward the two major political parties. In the early 1960s, 70-75% of people identified with either the Democratic or Republican party; by 2014, that figure had fallen to 56%. Asked whether the main parties were doing an “adequate job,” 56% said yes in 2003 but only 34% by 2017.\(^{46}\) Reflecting this alienation from the major parties, the desire for a new third party rose from 40% in 2003 to a significant majority of 62% by 2021.\(^{47}\) Well before the 2016 election (in January of that year), Gallup reported that American’s attachment to the two major parties was the weakest since polling on this issue had begun.\(^{48}\)

Even with the powerful incentives in the US FPTP system that drives politics to be organized through only two major parties, the US has nonetheless seen emergence of new parties and independent candidates that fragment elections. In the 2012 presidential election, candidates ran on the Libertarian (Gary Johnson) and Green Party (Jill Stein) ballot lines, but received few votes; the former was below 1 percent and the latter got just 0.36 percent. But in the 2016 election, Johnson more than tripled his to 3.27 percent; Stein nearly tripled hers, to 1.06 percent; and an independent, Evan McMullin, received another 0.4 percent (nearly 8 million votes in total).\(^{49}\) The Trump or Clinton margin of victory was smaller in several key states than the aggregate third-party vote, including in Florida, Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and New Hampshire.\(^{50}\) That’s not to say third parties will become significant in the US; the FTPT makes that highly unlikely. But given the constraints of the two-party system, these are signals of similar pressures to those expressed in the PR systems.

But the main way political fragmentation takes shape in the United States, given its FPTP system, is through internal fragmentation within the two major parties. This is most evident in the domain of governance. The system of separation of powers and bicameralism makes enacting national legislation difficult. As a result, political dysfunction can arise from sources other than fragmentation. During divided government, strongly unified but highly polarized parties unable to work together can also paralyze the political process. But if the parties are internally fragmented, the situation is even worse. Even during unified government, the party in power might not be able to deliver effective action. During divided government, internally fragmented parties
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make it all the more difficult to forge legislative deals, particularly if the parties are fragmented along multiple dimensions, or if fragmentation splits the parties toward the wings, not the center – and party leaders lack the effective power to bring enough party members together. All this makes effective governance even more difficult. Examples are abundant. In recent years, when the Republican Party has controlled the House, the party’s internal factions have devoured its own Speakers of the House. Two Republican Speakers gave up the most powerful position in the House, due to their inability to manage factions within the party. Similarly, in 2014, the party’s second-in-command, the House Majority Leader, was defeated in his party’s primary in 2014, the first time that had happened in the 115 years since that leadership position had been created.

In the area of legislation, the most vivid recent example of Republican Party fragmentation was its inability to enact legislation on one of its signatures issue over the last decade – health-care -- even with unified Republican control of the House, Senate, and White House. Despite the conviction of party leaders in both the White House and Congress that the party’s credibility with its voters hinged on this issue, the factional divisions within a fragmented Republican party made it impossible for a party fully in control of government to deliver on one of its key issues (with Democrats currently having unified control, deep internal factional differences on health care are similarly emerging to the surface\(^{51}\)). Indeed, the central theme of former House Speaker John Boehner’s recent memoir is precisely how ungovernable his own party caucus was, because it had come to include a sizable contingent of what he calls “insurgents” and “the chaos caucus” which, in today’s communication environment, he simply lacked the power to bring together to enable unified party positions on policy.\(^{52}\)

The Democratic Party is internally divided, of course, between its more moderate and progressive wings. The unusually bitter Clinton-Sanders nomination fight in the 2016 presidential primaries is one example, with Clinton supporters accusing Sanders supporters of undermining Clinton’s general election and Sanders supporters accusing the national Democratic party of having “rigged” the nominations contest against them. More recently, these conflicts break out publicly in ways that reveal bitter internal division. In June 2019, Democrats in the House were riven in half by a bill to provide humanitarian assistance to migrants at the border. Backed by Speaker Pelosi, liberals sought to hold out for additional protections for children; moderates revolted against Pelosi and refused to do so. When it came to vote, 60% of House Democrats rejected their Speaker’s position and backed the bill (which was enacted into law), 40% did not. The House has a Progressive Caucus and a Problem Solvers Caucus, the latter made up of 23 moderate Democrats and 23 moderate Republicans. In the internal party fight over the bill, the Democratic Chair of the Progressive Caucus, who represents Madison, Wisconsin, made use of social media’s capacity to drive divisions deeper by viciously tweeting this at his fellow Democrats on the Problem Solvers Caucus: “Since when did the Problem Solvers Caucus become the Child Abuse Caucus?” Moderates, in turn, were infuriated; as one said, this “[j]ust speaks to why

everyone hates this place.”

After the disappointing 2020 elections for the House, similar public fights broke out between moderate and progressive Democrats in the House over accusations about which side was responsible for the party’s losses.

In the first months after Joe Biden took office, these internal differences were subordinated to the urgent need to address the ongoing pandemic and its economic fallout. As policy turns to other issues, the question whether the Democratic Party will be able to govern effectively, even with unified control of government, remains to be seen. The issue is whether party leaders retain enough ability to contain and channel internal conflicts productively in the new communications age. But President Biden is acutely and self-consciously aware of the dangers to democratic governments today of political fragmentation and dysfunction. In numerous statements, he has defined the overarching role that has fallen to him in our era as demonstrating -- to both democratic and non-democratic states -- that democratic systems are still capable of delivering effective governance. That he defines his historical role in those terms reveals much about the challenge to democracies that political fragmentation poses.

II. STRUCTURAL CAUSES OF FRAGMENTATION

The fragmentation of democratic politics in decades across Western democracies is dramatic and has weakened the capacity to deliver effective governance. The critical issue is whether this fragmentation is a temporary, contingent state of affairs that will soon resolve or whether it is likely to define the nature of democratic politics in a more enduring way for some time. The answer depends on the causes driving political fragmentation.

At the broadest level, political fragmentation reflects the great reconfiguration and realignment of politics and political parties that has taken place throughout the west in last two decades or so. As political scientists have documented for years, and Thomas Piketty has recently popularized, since the New Deal in the United States and WWII in Europe, politics in the West had been structured through two dominant parties of the center-left and center-right (in the United States) or two such dominant coalitions (in Europe). The differences between the parties were perceived primarily in economic or class-terms, which was reflected in each coalition’s base
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of support. The coalitions of the left tended to be supported by less well-off, less educated voters; the parties and coalitions of the right, by more affluent and more highly educated voters.

In the United States in the 1940s, for example, Democratic candidates received 22 points less support from voters in the top 10% of the income bracket than those in the bottom 90%. By 2012, that gap had dropped to only an 8 point difference and in 2016, voters in the top 10% had become 8 points more likely to vote for Democratic candidates. Similarly, in the 1940s, those with university degrees in the United States were 20 points less likely to vote for Democrats, while in 2000 there was no difference and by 2016, they were 13 points more likely to vote for Democrats. Republicans were the party of professionals, corporate managers, and small business owners. Some still remain, but many have migrated to the Democratic Party. Piketty documents similar patterns of movement across the major Western democracies. In the UK, 55 percent of white working class voters identified with the Labour Party; by 2010, that had fallen to 30 percent. Put most simply, the socio-economic bases of the major parties/coalitions on the left and right have gradually inverted, to the point that the parties/coalitions of the left now draw most of their support from the more affluent, more highly educated voters, and the parties/coalitions of the right, from the less well-off, less educated voters.

The biggest losers in this realignment thus far have been the parties of the left:

Social Democratic Parties’ Weighted Share of Vote: Loss of Working class support

As another visualization of this declining support for the parties of the left, consider the following two images that aggregate results across Europe in controls that held elections in 2017:
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In many of these countries, large shares of working class voters had simply withdrawn from political participation by the late 1990s. In the U.K., for example, the gap in turnout between working-class and middle-class voters in 1980 was only 5 points; by 2010, that had become a
dramatic 20 point gap. Even when the Labour party was winning elections, these developments were at work. When Blair first won in 1997, the composition of Labour support had become more middle-class and more concentrated in the home counties, around London. When he again became Prime Minister in the 2001 elections, voter turnout had plummeted from 71 to 59 percent; “New Labor” had 3 million fewer votes than the prior election. When he won in 2005, it was with only 35.2 percent of the vote, the weakest victory in modern British history (victory came from Labor voters being more efficiently distributed geographically). On the eve of the Brexit vote, more than half of all working class and non-degree holders were no longer voting in the U.K. For years, those voters withdrew, but when they started voting again, in Brexit and after, they had become Tory supporters.

Sweden offers a similar example. In 1980, that participation gap was around 5 points; by the mid-2000s, it had become 20 points, before starting to close more recently. But with certain new issues on the agenda, or newly formed parties seeking to mobilize these voters, they have returned to politics. In the Brexit vote, around 2 million working-class voters who had voted in recent elections turned out; the turnout models of pollsters did not foresee this, which is part of the reason the pre-Brexit polls turned out to be so wrong. The AfD in Germany was formed only in 2013, but when it stunned German politics by coming in third in the 2017 general elections, with 12.6% of the vote, its top source of support came from those who had not voted in recent elections (in the last year, parties on the left have won elections in several countries, partly by moving to the right on immigration, but it’s too soon to declare this decade long trend over).

Return of Apathetic, Alienated Working Class Voters Brexit: (UKHLS, white British)

Sweden offers a similar example. In 1980, that participation gap was around 5 points; by the mid-2000s, it had become 20 points, before starting to close more recently. But with certain new issues on the agenda, or newly formed parties seeking to mobilize these voters, they have returned to politics. In the Brexit vote, around 2 million working-class voters who had voted in recent elections turned out; the turnout models of pollsters did not foresee this, which is part of the reason the pre-Brexit polls turned out to be so wrong. The AfD in Germany was formed only in 2013, but when it stunned German politics by coming in third in the 2017 general elections, with 12.6% of the vote, its top source of support came from those who had not voted in recent elections (in the last year, parties on the left have won elections in several countries, partly by moving to the right on immigration, but it’s too soon to declare this decade long trend over).
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Seen against this larger backdrop, Donald’s 2016 election victory is not as surprising. He was the first major Republican to grasp fully, whether by instinct or strategy, that the party’s prospects now lay with working-class, less-educated voters. Not only were his stances on the key economic (trade) and cultural (immigration) issues ones those voters endorsed, but they were among the only policy positions on which he had been consistent since the 1980s.

In the two-party system of the US, this chart from the American National Elections Studies shows how among white voters, the Republican Party has become the party of less affluent voters and the Democratic Party that of high-income voters:

![ANES 2016 Election Results: White Votes x Income Group](image)

White working-class voters are a larger share of the electorate in the US than many realize. In 2020, they constituted 42% of the electorate (and a majority in states such as Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Wisconsin). Indeed, the primary reason the Democratic Party in the United States is holding on slightly better than the parties of the left in Europe is that working-class black voters, and to a lesser extent Latino voters, are (1) a larger share of the electorate here and (2) are not yet voting in large numbers as working-class voters. African-American voters, in particular, remain overwhelmingly supportive so far of the party of the left, due to the distinct role race has long played in American politics and the two parties’ relationship to that issue. But signs already exist that those patterns might be breaking down, particularly for Latino voters (based
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60 [https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/06/30/behind-bidens-2020-victory/](https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/06/30/behind-bidens-2020-victory/)
61 In the 2017 UK elections, the electorate was 90% white; in the 2020 US elections, it was 72% white.
62 One striking example of the difference in racial voting patterns is that, for whites, the interaction between a voter’s religious beliefs and educational level strongly affect voting patterns. To take a couple data points: 37.6% of whites who believe the Bible is the “inspired word of God” and do not have a college degree voted for Hilary Clinton in 2016; but 50.3% of whites with similar beliefs about the Bible but who had a college degree voted for Clinton. Those who believed the Bible was the “literal word of God” gave about 15% of their vote to Clinton, regardless of whether they had a college degree. Yet for black voters, neither religious belief nor educational level changed voting patterns. Clinton received 96% of the black vote whether those voters lacked a college degree and believe the Bible is “the literal word of God” or whether they had a college degree and believed the Bible was “a book of fables.” Shor tweet, 9/21/21.
on ideology, not class, Democratic support plunged from 49% to 27% among Hispanic conservatives between 2012-2020 and from 69% to 65% among Hispanic moderates).63 These changes suggest that ideology, rather than identity, is beginning to provide more of a voting basis among some Hispanics.64 If a marginally greater number of working-class Latino or black voters start to vote as other working-class voters, the ability of the Democratic Party to win national elections will be severely weakened.

This realignment across the West has two, related consequences for fragmentation. First, the parties and coalitions are still struggling to work out precisely where they need to locate themselves to put together nationally winning electoral coalitions, in light of the shift in the base of their parties. Second, this realignment creates new lines of tension and faction within the parties. The parties now must struggle with how to pursue policies their main bases of support want, without alienating too many of their legacy supporters. In the United States, this gets expressed through internal factional conflict within the two party system. In Europe, it accounts for the rise of insurgent, smaller parties on both the left and the right.

If fragmentation mainly reflects the turmoil arising from the process of this new realignment, current fragmentation might then be an intermediate, contingent stage until a stable, new alignment gets established. To consider that theoretical possibility, it is worth exploring the major economic and cultural issues driving this historical realignment, along with the multiple dimensions of conflict around which political struggle is now organized. This is not the place to unravel all the subtleties of that realignment, which others have explored in depth, but highlighting certain major causes provides perspective on what the major parties and coalitions must successfully navigate politically to give birth to a stable, new configuration of politics – one in which effective governing power could be marshaled and sustained. In exploring those causes, I also want to draw attention to a few elements in this larger story that might be less well known, and help put the discussion to come in Part III in context.

1. In the economic sphere, one defining moment in this transformation traces to the 1990s, when the elected leaders in the West from the parties of the left – Clinton, Blair, and Schroeder – began to realign their parties toward what they called “The Third Way” (in the US and UK) or the “New Middle” (in Germany). This realignment, it is worth recalling, was an effort to bring the parties of the left out of the electoral wilderness in which they had languished for years. In the UK before Blair’s 1997 electoral triumph, the Labour Party had been out of power for 18 years; in Germany for 16 years before Schroeder’s win; and in the US, Democrats had been out of power...
for 12 years until Clinton’s 1992 victory (or perhaps for 24 years, since 1968, other than the brief interlude of the post-Watergate, one-term Carter presidency).

In the economic sphere, this electorally successful re-orientation of the parties of the left involved embracing globalization and rejecting the long-standing resistance of labor unions to free trade, along with reducing the role of the state and regulation in various sectors, which further weakened unions. In 1964 almost half the British workforce did blue collar jobs, 40% were in unions and 70% had no formal educational qualifications. Now manual jobs represent less than 30% of the total, fewer than 20% of people are in unions, and voters with educational qualifications equal those without. The apex of the embrace of globalization came with China’s entry into the WTO, which the economist David Autor found destroyed 2 to 2.4 million U.S. jobs in manufacturing and related industries between 1999-2011 – a single decade. Put another way, in one decade one-third of all manufacturing jobs in the US disappeared, a pattern repeated elsewhere. Autor also found that counties with the most exposure to these effects shifted toward supporting Republicans in presidential elections. Globalization amounted to a massive wealth transfer from the middle and working classes of the West to the poor in China and other developing countries. It also accelerated the rise of the knowledge economy, which further economic inequality and left those whose jobs globalization displaced further behind. As the political leader of the AFL-CIO expressed his perspective in 2006: “The Democratic Party stopped being for unions, stopped being for workers, and those people in the way it had been since the 1930s.”

The less well-known aspect to story is the specific way in which layering the 2008 financial crisis onto this fertile ground contributed to political fragmentation. In a fascinating study of financial crises in democracies since 1870, the authors find that the political after-effects of financial crises are both dramatic and sharply different from those that follow economic recessions. In the decade after financial crises, the vote shares for populist political parties – mainly on the right – increase by 30 percent. Voters respond differently to financial crises than economic recessions. They perceive financial crises as caused by human agency – the actions of individuals who run the major financial institutions and those who regulate (or fail to regulate) them. Moreover, financial crises often require the government to bail-out these very actors with financial rescue packages, to stabilize the overall economy. In the US, blue-collar workers made up 75% of those who lost jobs during the height of the crisis. These factors regularly produce rage against
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66 See, e.g., Hanas A. Cader, The Evolution of the Knowledge Economy,
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both the political and financial leaders perceived to be in control during these episodes. That anger drives support for outsider parties, which drives fragmentation of the political sphere.\textsuperscript{69}

In addition to insurgent parties on the left also emerging in response to the financial crisis, increasing concerns among young voters, in particular, that the major parties are not urgently enough addressing climate change, fueled Green Parties became more significant forces across parts of Europe. This has further contributed to fragmentation. Major parties might try to recapture some of these voters by shifting policy in their direction, but their problem is figuring out how to do so without losing as many or more of their existing voters. At the same time, the PR systems of Europe enable significant minority factions with intense policy preferences to endure as distinct, challenger parties.

In the two-party system of the US, this issue might become another source of fracture within the party of the left, as “Green New Deal” proponents and others clash over the pace of implementing various climate-change policies. With the party trying to navigate the tensions between satisfying more affluent, highly-educated voters while holding on to enough working-class voters to be electorally viable nationally, these tensions might become more acute as concrete policy choices are confronted.

2. In last few years, the powerful role of the educational divide in voting patterns across the West – which had been happening gradually – has become more widely known. Not only do levels of education correlate strongly with political preferences, but in addition to the class-based great reconfiguration of politics, the educational divided has also fueled the inversion of the traditional bases of the parties of left and right across the West. But it is not just in terms of voting patterns that the gap between the educational elite and others has become central. In the words of the scholars Mark Bovens and Anchrit Wille, the Western democracies have become “diploma democracies” more generally.\textsuperscript{70} Whether in government, political campaigns, or the media, those at higher-educational levels dominate well out of their proportion in the population. The values and policy preferences of more highly educated voters differ on many salient issues from those of working class voters across the West, whether on immigration, environmental issues, free trade, globalization v. nationalism, the European Union (in Europe), trust in government, and others. As a result, the educational divide has further propelled the movement of working-class voters to the parties of the right, to insurgent parties, or to withdrawal from voting. This divide is now widely recognized, but these two charts, one for the US, one for France, provide particularly vivid, concise visualizations of the profound transformation that has taken place since WWII:


\textsuperscript{70} Mark Bovens and Anchrit Wille, Diploma Democracy, (2017).
The changing size of these segments of the overall electorate across the West must be kept in mind as well. In the US, during the New Deal era and initial post-war period, around 5% of adults over 25 had graduated college (1950), while 75% of adults had less than a high-school education. By 2020, around 35% of adults had a college degree, and they constituted 41% of those
who voted; only 10% lacked a high-school education.\footnote{Shor twitter; see also https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-585.html.} As a result, it became possible in recent decades, for the first time, for parties of the left in the US and other Western democracies to believe they could win major elections (particularly primary elections, in the US) by appealing to the values and interests of this group. Nonetheless, it remains the case that the large majority of voters do not have college degrees, at least in the US (61% in 2020).\footnote{Pew Research Center}

In the US, “[t]he changing demographic makeup of the Democrats has become a self-fulfilling dynamic, in which the growing power of liberal college graduates helps alienate working-class voters, leaving college graduates as an even larger share of the party.”\footnote{Citation} In the PR systems of Europe, this has similarly led to movement away from the social democratic parties and also to support for newly emergent insurgent parties. As a typical example, a Swedish opinion poll in 2015 showed that the nationalist and anti-immigrant Sweden Democrats party had greater support among blue-collar union members than any other party, including the Social Democrats.\footnote{https://socialeurope.eu/long-affair-working-class-intellectual-cultural-left} This divide also maps on to the geographic divides that have emerged in Western democracies. Not only are those living in places like London twice as likely to get university degrees as those in towns in northern England, for example, but by age 27, London has four times as many degree holders – because those who get degrees in these smaller areas then move to places like London.\footnote{https://ifs.org.uk/cities-like-london-bristol-and-brighton-also-gain-graduates-through-migration-whereas-the-north-and-coastal-areas-lose-graduates-through-migration/}

But it is not just policy differences that divide working class and high education voters, fractures which the political parties of the left have to navigate and which contribute to fragmentation of the party structure. A recent spate of books on meritocracy in the US argue that, as higher educational degrees have become more central to the most respected and well-off work, the cultural consequences have too often come to include disdain and condescension for the less educated. Michael Sandel, who calls “credentialism” the last acceptable prejudice, points to surveys in the US, England, the Netherlands and Belgium showing that the college-educated express more bias and dislike toward less educated people than virtually any other culturally group.
Indeed, educated elites are unembarrassed by holding these views. The domination of the parties of the left by the highly educated, in combination with these cultural conflicts and policy differences, are an important element in the shift of the less educated, less affluent voters away from the parties of the left.

Moreover, the “political elites” are now themselves “educational elites.” In recent years, legislatures across the US and Western Europe have become more dominated by those with high educational levels. The social democratic parties, in particular, have had sharp increases in the percentage of their members in parliament who have university degrees. In Germany, a majority of representatives from the Social Democrats possessed only an elementary education in 1950; now, 82% of the entire Bundestag has graduated from an institution of higher education. In the UK, around 20% of Labour MPs had university degrees in 1950; today that percentage is around 87%. Members from the Tory party had higher educational degrees than Labour members until more recently; from WWII-1974, around 65% of Tory MPs graduated from universities, while more recently, it is 91%. In the 1940s and 1950s, around 40 percent of legislators had university degrees; in recent years, that figure has been around 80 percent. More than a quarter of the members of the European parliament actually have PhDs. In the US as late as the early 1960s, about 25% of members of Congress lacked a college degree. Today, all Senators and 95% of House members have a college degree, while around 33% of Americans do.

A top American progressive campaign consultant, David Shor, argues that the educational divide also distorts political campaigns and media coverage. Young white college graduates constitute a small portion of the electorate, he notes, yet make up a majority of those who work in Democratic party campaigns (the same dynamic applies in many Western democracies). As an example, Democratic campaign workers are 20 times more likely to list income inequality as the most important issue facing the country than Democrats overall; in general, 35% of these workers in this 2015 study call themselves “very liberal,” while 15.6% of Democrats and 2.1% of undecided voters did. This educational tilt pushes Democratic candidates and the party to lean even more heavily toward the values and policy preferences of highly educated whites, who are often, in Shor’s view, “unaware of, or uninterested in, the unpopularity of their own biases.”
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does this contribute to working-class defection from the left, but it risks the electability, in his view, of Democrats (Shor asserts that this dynamic pushes Democrats to the left it pushes Republicans to the center).

Moreover, many of the “participatory democracy” reforms that highly educated, younger, technologically proficient reformers advocate – like online petitioning and voting on issues, discussed below – actually exacerbate these educational divides. As scholars of this divide have found, “the more demanding the act of participation is, the more likely it will be disproportionately engaged in by higher educated citizens.”

3. It is also now recognized – largely after the fact – the role that conflicts over immigration have played in the emergence of political fragmentation. These conflicts have contributed or even dominated in the shift of working-class white voters to conservative parties and – where the major parties were unable or unwilling to engage their concerns – in spawning the rise of insurgent parties.

Notably, it is not changes in attitudes towards immigration that have made this issue central to reshaping the politics in many Western democracies and the resulting political fragmentation. What changed was that immigration became a highly salient political issue, a fact closely tied to rapid increases in the number of immigrants; as it became salient, immigration played a major role in reshaping politics in much of the West. The aim here is not to attempt to discern or judge the underlying bases for conflicts over this issue, but to describe and highlight certain aspects of the role political responses and non-responses to rapid increases in immigration play in the emergence of political fragmentation.

Labor unions had long pressed for restrictive immigration policies, partly in the belief that keeping out immigrants with similar skills to working-class members protected wages. From the time labor unions became legalized in the US, for example, they had proposed or supported every effort of Congress to restrict legal immigration; in 1986, the labor movement strongly supported the enactment of controversial sanctions on employers who hired illegal immigrants. In the US in the 1990s, President Clinton created the US Commission on Immigration Reform, chaired by former Democratic Rep. Barbara Jordan, the first African-American woman to be elected from the South to Congress. After 60 years in which the immigrant population of the US had been declining, reaching a low of 5% in 1970, rates had been on a steady upswing since then; between
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1970-1990, the number of immigrants in the US doubled. The Commission’s 1997 report reflected the historical resistance of the labor movement to immigration and the support for that view among the Democratic Party. The report concluded there was no national interest in immigration of low-skilled or unskilled workers, who would “compete in the most vulnerable parts of our labor force.” And it declared unlawful immigration “unacceptable.”

In his campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination in 2015-16, Bernie Sanders still reflected this view. He castigated support for easy immigration as a “Koch brothers proposal.” Arguing that such policies would lead to lower wages and increase poverty, Sanders said, “It would make everybody in America poorer — you're doing away with the concept of a nation state, and I don't think there's any country in the world that believes in that. If you believe in a nation state or in a country called the United States or UK or Denmark or any other country, you have an obligation in my view to do everything we can to help poor people. What right-wing people in this country would love is an open-border policy. Bring in all kinds of people, work for $2 or $3 an hour, that would be great for them. I don't believe in that.”

But by this time, the class-based politics of Sanders was out of touch with the increasingly dominant cultural left in the Democratic party. In a striking example of how the parties of the left changed course on this issue, by twenty years later, when Republican Senators Cotton and Perdue introduced a 2017 bill whose provisions were nearly identical to those of Clinton’s 1997 Commission, the Democratic party vehemently denounced the bill.

Similarly, Tony Blair’s “New Labour” endorsement of globalization was not just about free trade, but about immigration. In the 35 years before Blair’s first election, the UK had one of the most restrictive immigration policies among Western democracies. The number of Commonwealth immigrants was about 55,000 annually. But New Labour self-consciously chose to expand those numbers. By 2004, they had gone up to 156,000; in addition, asylum claims from wars in Yugoslavia, Iraq, and Afghanistan reached over 100,000 by 2000. In addition, when ten new countries, mostly ex-communist ones, joined the European Union in 2004 and 2007, academic experts advised the UK government that would lead to only 5,000-13,000 migrants from those countries. The UK then chose not to take its legal option, within the EU framework, of imposing transition controls on this migration -- the only large EU economy not to do so. By the early 2010s, the actual number of immigrants to the UK from these newly ascendant EU countries was 1.5 million. After 2001, immigration regularly ranked as the first or second most important issue for those in the UK – long before the 2015 migration crisis in Europe. When the Tories ousted the Labour government in 2010, immigration was the main factor 2005 Labour voters gave for switching their vote.

86 Vox, "Bernie Sanders: The Vox conversation,” July 28, 2015
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While the role of immigration in the Brexit vote is well-known by now, the particularly vivid ways in which UKIP sought to tie Brexit to immigration might be less well known outside the UK. This ad provocatively portrayed the bond UKIP wanted voters to draw. The white cliffs of Dover, symbol of impregnable England holding back Nazi aggression, now penetrated by a continual EU escalator:

![Image: No border. No control. The EU has opened our borders to 4,000 people every week.]

A leading empirical scholar of immigration across the West, Eric Kaufman, offers a particularly dark twist on how subterranean politics on immigration affected Brexit. His data suggest that Britons were more opposed to non-EU immigration, which was slightly higher (from the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia), than to EU immigration. But political figures were afraid of being charged with racism if they criticized the former; as a result, to respond to voters’ underlying concerns, they largely directed their critiques to internal EU immigration. He quotes one Labour MP saying this expressly: “The truth is, I wasn’t brave enough to raise it [immigration] as an issue – though I thought it was an issue for yonks [years] – until we were talking about white people coming in. And even then the anger that this was racist was something one had to face.”\(^{89}\) Kaufman claims that channeling public anti-immigration critiques toward EU migrants further fused the general issue of immigration with Brexit, in the minds of many – even though it was not EU migration that most concerned the anti-immigration segments of the public.

The relationship between the *rate* of immigration and its political reverberations is starkly illustrated in Germany. Few countries have experienced as rapid a change as when Angela Merkel decided to accept 1.2 million refugees from Syria during the 2015 migration crisis.

\(^{89}\) Kaufman, at 182.
(equivalent to 5 million in a year in the US). But there was no public debate within the major parties on the issue; Merkel’s CDU would of course not challenge her decision, while the parties on the left were unwilling even to discuss the issue out of concerns for seeming racist or xenophobic. As one German journalist put it, the sizable segment of the population concerned about Merkel’s decision “were morally compelled to shut up…They were excluded from the political community.” When subsequent events helped break this taboo, those voters sustained the rapid rise of an outsider, anti-immigration party, the AfD -- thus illustrating how immigration conflicts fueled political fragmentation (the heart of the AfD’s support is in the former East Germany, areas that have half the per capita income of well-off areas in Munich or Frankfurt).

The striking link between rates of AfD support an asylum applications is illustrated here:

Asylum Applicants and AfD Support, 2013-17.

In Europe, the size of net migration correlated directly with the number of news stories about immigration and the significance voters placed on the issue. This does not appear to be an domain, in Europe at least, in which political elites mobilized public opinion to demand greater control of immigration rates. Studies suggest the larger political parties in Europe followed public opinion, and came late to the issue, rather than leading it. In the US, matters are more complicated. Grassroots political opposition, mobilized by the internet, scuttled the major bipartisan immigration reform package congressional leaders had negotiated, well before the rise of Donald Trump. But there is no question Trump also galvanized anti-immigration sentiment from the moment he announced his campaign.

90 As a German sociologist put it: “It was very hard for the left to even discuss these issues because it is considered racist or xenophobic to discuss it.” Judis, at 101.
91 Judis, at 101.
In the US, as elsewhere, it is not immigration per se, but its rate of increase and the overall size of the immigrant population that turns immigration into a salient political issue. In the U.S., for example, the percentage of the overall population who were immigrants between 1980 and 2000 was 5%-7%. During this period, little difference existed between the views of Democratic and Republican voters on immigration: most people in both parties wanted less of it.\(^{92}\) In the 1995 General Social Survey, a standard social-science survey, 66% of Americans supported decreasing immigration; 89% thought immigrants would increase unemployment; and 73% were concerned immigrants would “reduce unity.” The issue was politically significant in some states, but it was not an issue that roiled national politics or on which presidential campaigns were run.

But as immigration continued to rise rapidly in the US, it reached 14.4% of the overall population by 2015 (this is reported to be nearly 20% of all immigrants in the world)\(^{93}\). It was not as if the US had made a deliberate policy decision to do so. When the immigration laws were changed in the mid-1960s, immigration was still capped at a low level. But the bill provided for family reunification, which allowed relatives of those in the US to emigrate without regard to the cap on immigration the bill had set. The supporters of the 1965 legislation didn’t anticipate the extent to which those from Mexico, Central America, the Caribbean, and Asian nations would make use of the family reunification provisions. In addition, illegal immigration had soared, rising from 540,000 people in 1969 to 5 million by the mid-1990s and 8.4 million in 2000. The last time the percentage of the immigrant population had reached a comparable level in the U.S., in 1910-20, it similarly became a highly salient political issue, culminating in Congress’s passage of the notorious Immigration Act of 1924, with its discriminatory quota system.\(^{94}\)

President Obama understood the politics of immigration and tried to navigate the issue from within the party of the left. His administration removed 50% more undocumented immigrants than had the prior Bush administration.\(^{95}\) Indeed, this was more than the total number of people who had been deported under all prior administrations combined.\(^{96}\) Critics from the left labelled him “the deporter in chief,” a view echoed in some liberal national media outlets as well.\(^{97}\) During the Democratic primaries in 2019, Biden came under fire from Latino groups and others demanding that he repudiate the Obama immigration policies.\(^{98}\)

\(^{92}\) See figure.


\(^{95}\) [https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/obama-record-deportations-deporter-chief-or-not](https://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/obama-record-deportations-deporter-chief-or-not)

\(^{96}\) [https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/obamas-deportation-policy-numbers/story?id=41715661](https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/obamas-deportation-policy-numbers/story?id=41715661)


The role that immigration politics played in Trump’s 2016 victory is widely recognized, but perhaps less so is how much that issue drove the critical Obama-to-Trump voters. Clinton expressly repudiated the Obama administration’s approach to immigration. When her campaign put out a chart comparing her views on immigration to Trump’s, calling her “The Choice on Immigration,” none of the policies she endorsed addressed enforcement of existing immigration laws. She was determined not to be seen as a potential “deporter in chief.” That choice arguably made Donald Trump President. Of the increase in votes Trump received compared to Romney four years earlier, 80% came from those who had voted for Obama and switched to Trump (only 20% of that shift came from Trump increasing turnout among 2012 non-voters). These Obama-to-Trump voters did so Trump won because many voters who favored universal health-care but opposed “amnesty” for undocumented immigrants switched from Obama in 2012 to Trump in 2016; Clinton plunged 20 points with these voters. Perhaps reflecting this fact, in 2016, the
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100 During a Democratic primary debate in March, for example, she said: “I do not have the same policy as the current administration does,” Clinton said during a Democratic debate in March. “I think it’s important that we move to our comprehensive immigration reform, but at the same time, stop the raids, stop the round-ups, stop the deporting of people who are living here doing their lives, doing their jobs, and that’s my priority.”
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American National Election Survey showed that median voters viewed Trump as closer to them ideologically than Clinton (but viewed Biden as closer than Trump in 2020).  

Many terms have been offered to capture the reconfiguration of politics throughout the West today that is replacing the post-WWII coalitions and dimensions along which political conflict was organized. Michael Lind calls this emerging structure a new type of “class war,” between what he calls “the university-credentialed, educated overclass” – or the “managerial overclass” -- and the working class. The British journalist, David Goodhart, calls it the conflict between the educated, mobile “anywheres,” who he asserts value individual autonomy and fluidity, and the “somewheres,” who are more rooted and prioritize group attachments and security. Others cast this new configuration as conflicts organized between “nationalists” and “cosmopolitans”. Ron Inglehart and Pippa Norris have invoked the rise of “Postmaterialist” politics in countries and among people who have achieved sufficient economic security, which competes with more traditionally “materialist” politics, a conflict with a strong inter-generational structure; this is one way of describing political conflicts now being organized along two dimensions at least, the economic and one based on these postmaterialist values.

These are the large economic and cultural factors driving a re-configuration of politics and parties throughout the West and the pervasive political fragmentation that results. Part III now turns to a different way of conceptualizing the contribution of the communications revolution to these political transformations and the challenge that revolution poses for the capacity of democracies to deliver effective governance.

III. TECHNOLOGICAL CAUSES OF FRAGMENTATION (THE COMMUNICATIONS REVOLUTION)

My view, however, is that the communications revolution is also major force generating the disabling fragmentation of the political sphere. If so, fragmentation is likely to be a more
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enduring feature of democratic politics and government in the West. There is no path back to an earlier era of political communication.

The early days of assessing the political ramifications of the communications revolution celebrated its democratization of influence and information, particularly the way these transformations would purportedly undermine authoritarian regimes. But it turns out the information revolution poses a continual challenge to all forms of political authority, including democratic ones. The challenge is deeper than generally recognized. It goes beyond the now familiar issues of disinformation, misinformation, the amplification of outrage, or hate speech (though these are serious problems). Even if the platforms themselves or governmental regulation could solve these problems, the challenge the communications revolution poses for democracy would remain. The very nature of the new technology age might well inherently undermine the capacity for broadly accepted, legitimate political authority.

The great cultural historians, Robert Darnton and Lynn Hunt, in an acclaimed series of works, have described how in the years leading up to the French Revolution, the print media was used to spread (illegal) pornographic images of the monarchy. The circulation of these images, in their view, became a principal agent of the monarchy’s delegitimation and cleared the path to the Revolution. Those images had an appropriate aim. But today, the information revolution functions to delegitimate nearly all forms of constituted political authority.

As Nancy Rosenblum and Russell Muirhead put it in their recent book on communications platforms, “We are learning what delegitimation looks like. Authorities are cast as hostile elements – worms in the bowels of the nation. Officials are ‘so-called’ officials …”

France’s philosophically inclined President recognizes exactly this. As Macron has observed, democracies are undergoing a “leveling that destroys the principle of authority,” without which they cannot function effectively. With so many sources of possible authority, marshalling concerted authority to support major governmental action becomes considerably more difficult.
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109 Russell Muirhead & Nancy L. Rosenblum, *A Lot of People Are Saying* 35 (2019). While Muirhead and Rosenblum are concerned with the spreading of rumors and conspiracies, my concern goes beyond that: even if that problem could somehow be contained, social media would still be a major source for undermining the ability to establish legitimate, sustained political authority.

The title of a leading text from the early days of the digital age, “Here Comes Everybody,” reflects the new form of politics. Political power now can be mobilized immediately and effectively enough through the instruments of the communications revolution that we should expect democratic governments of all political ideologies to find it more difficult to sustain their authority to act effectively. That is part of why we are witnessing the fragmentation of democratic politics.

The tools of social media do not just lower the transaction costs of political participation for individuals and of coordination between individuals. In more recent iterations, these tools also make one’s own participation more visible and provide feedback about the participation of others – knowledge that is called, “social information.” In 2009, Twitter rolled out the “retweet” button and Facebook the “like” button; these features or their equivalents were soon adopted across platforms. This made social information, including immediate feedback information, more readily available. Now social information, and its influence on participation, is available in real-time and pervasive across the internet and social media. Social information, in turn, influences individual behavior. You Tube videos showing protestors disrupting local school-board meetings over mask policies undoubtedly spur further such protests in other areas. Empirical studies document the effect of social information; studies of online political petitions included in “trending” lists, for example, receive disproportionately more signatures than those that are not, thus making popular petitions even more popular.

The discussion that follows uncovers layer upon layer of the different forms of political action the communications revolution has made possible, all of which contribute to the fragmentation of politics and governments in our era. The digital age and some of the actions described below might be thought to make political participation and expression more widely available, and hence enhance political equality (at least for those fluent in these uses of technology). Some of these newly possible forms of political expression might be viewed as holding political figures more accountable, though whether these new forms of accountability are a plus or a minus for democracy is one of the questions. Some of these uses might be thought to reflect expressions of rage and opposition, without clear political direction. Different readers will endorse different of these actions. But whether some or all of the political uses opened up serve certain democratic values, there is little doubt they also fuel political fragmentation. That compounds the difficulty democratic governments face in addressing these or other political ends.

1. Atomistic Individuals. Nothing more dramatically demonstrates the previously unimaginable political power even isolated individual actors potentially now have than the story of Germany’s “Rezo,” a 26-year old music producer on You Tube (his real name and what part of Germany he’s in are unknown). One week before Germany’s 2019 elections for the European Parliament, surrounded by his guitars and synthesizers, he produced a slick, 55-minute mash-up
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video that mixed analysis and expletive-laced polemics in a relentless attack on Angela Merkel’s ruling Christian Democrats, as well as the Social Democrats, and other parties. This was Rezo’s first public political action; it took place outside any organized context. Laced with quick cuts, sound effects, charts of data— and interspersed with segments of parliamentary debates meant to make them look boring -- Rezo’s video proclaimed it was time to destroy the mainstream parties in Germany, mainly for inaction on climate change; he described the video as a “personal rant” meant to be a “destruction video.” He suggested the Green Party and the leftwing Die Linke might possibly deserve support, but they have a “long way to go.”

In just a few days, the video went viral and attracted 3.5 million views. Before the election, estimates suggest the video was seen a staggering 9 million times; within three weeks, it had been seen nearly 15 million times (it became the most watched You Tube video in Germany in 2019). The Christian Democrats initially tried to ignore it, but their candidates in the days before the election started being asked regularly about the video’s charges and claims. Addressing it became a crisis. The CDU considered the video to be filled with lies, distortions, and misleading information. The party scrambled, unsuccessfully, to come up with an effective response. It published an open letter -- if you can imagine -- addressing each line of Rezo’s attack. Using its youngest member in parliament, it attempted to film its own video in response, then decided not to release it.

Breaking news, new information, charges -- accurate or not -- in the last week before an election can significantly affect voters, especially if not responded to effectively (James Comey might have made Donald Trump president with his announcement just days before the election that the FBI was re-opening investigations into Clinton). In the final week when Rezo’s video was released, the CDU plunged 7% in polls, though . But the result of the election was a highly fragmented party structure for Germany’s delegation to the European parliament. After the election, leading CDU figures argued that Germany needs to figure out rules for internet commentary during elections. German law holds journalists to certain standards of truthfulness

115 The video starts by saying: “In this video, I’ll show how C.D.U. people lie, how they are lacking fundamental competencies for their jobs, how they make politics that runs counter to expert opinion, they apparently take part in various war crimes, how they use propaganda and lies against the younger generation, how because of their politics of the last decades the rich become richer and the poor and others increasingly lose.” ... “And I’ll show that according to many thousands of German scientists, the C.D.U. is currently destroying our very lives and our future.” https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/25/world/europe/rezo-cdu-youtube-germany.html
116 The Friday before the vote, Rezo responded with 90 other You Tubers, many with significant followings, telling viewers to vote, but not for the major parties, the CDU or the Social Democrats.
that do not apply to internet “personalities.” In newspapers, “opinion commentary” must be identified that way. The CDU characterized the Rezo video as “propaganda.”

The “Rezo” experience, which a German media studies scholar describes as “both fascinating and scary,” also illustrates an important aspect of the changing nature of the communications revolution itself. In the early days of the internet, until around 2005, the principal beneficiaries of the new modes of political communication were collective-action organizations. This ushered in a “new generation of political advocacy groups,” such as the organization on the left in the United States, MoveOn -- which had no office space, thirty-eight staff members, and yet quickly grew to five million members by 2010. But in the next phase, with the rise of blogs and social media, individuals started being able to generate content and engage politically with others without being involved in any formal groups – “without belonging to anything.”

2. Spontaneous, Non-Organized Pop-Up Groups.

The Indignados in Spain, the Yellow Vests in France, the Gezi Park protesters in Turkey, those in Tahir Square in Cairo, the Tea Party movement in the US, and others illustrate the new power of lightly organized, nearly spontaneous groups that pop-up in rapid time. Not only does the digital age make this far more possible, but it also enables a “structure” for these movements that makes them difficult for democratic governments to engage on substantive issues. Whatever one thinks about particular ones of these movements, their new role in contributing to fragmentation is undeniable.

The Spanish Indignados provides a good example. In May 2011, 20,000-50,000 mostly young, middle-class Spaniards spontaneously decided to camp out and occupy the Puerta de Sol, in the heart of Madrid. Coordinated online, through Facebook and twitter (often with the hashtag #spanishrevolution), the idea quickly spread further. Soon, Indignados were camping out in more than 50 cities and towns across Spain. The camp-outs and demonstrations lasted a month. Unsurprisingly, given the spontaneity of the movement, there was no advance notice in the media of the protests, which took the country and political leaders by surprise.

Spain was more than two years into a severe economic crisis, in which unemployment was at 21 percent (and rising) and the unemployment rate for young people was 40 percent. A year earlier, the Socialist Prime Minister José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero had implemented severe
austerity measures the European Union “recommended” in order to avoid a Greek-style bailout. The Indignados movement was, at a minimum, an expression of outrage about the situation and the country’s political leaders; it was an anti-party movement of negation. As a sociologist who took part put it, it “was a great outburst of dismissal. The consensus was on what we didn’t want. We didn’t want more cuts, we didn’t want corruption and we didn’t want that way of doing politics behind the backs of citizens.”124 With respect to the two major political parties long dominant since Spain had become democratic, the PP and PSOE, one of the movement’s most well-known slogans was “PP and PSOE, the same shit.”125

The movement also reflected the ideology of many emerging digital democracy movements, which also revealed their limits. It lacked connection to any of the political parties or the country’s labor unions. Believing that politics should entail no hierarchies at all, it refused to acknowledge leaders, even spokespersons. People gathered in what were called “general assemblies,” where no moderators were allowed and anyone could speak on any subject. With a vision of democracy as romantic as that of Rousseau’s, it considered majority votes to resolve issues as “an abomination of democracy.” As one of its founders put it, it was “a movement born with a lack of historical memory, structure, program, or leadership.”

In addition to demanding change, what did the movement want? The “key message” of the protesters, wrote a participant and later student of the movement, “was a rejection of the entire political and economic institutions that determine people’s lives.” Faced with a movement without leaders, who does government engage with, both to understand the movement’s demands and potentially address them? Among the few positive proposals in the manifesto the movement eventually generated was: “An Ethical Revolution is Needed.” As one observer put it, “the youngsters who had come from nowhere wanted social life to start again from nothing.”126

The movement succeeded in at least one sense: it spawned the fragmentation and paralysis of Spanish politics described above. Spain had strong economic growth from 2014-19, yet trust in Spanish institutions and politicians is among the lowest in Europe. Fragmented governments can do little to address voters’ demands, producing even more distrust and alienation. On one view, “the indignados broke more than they managed to build.”127

The Yellow Vest insurgency that dramatically disrupted Macron’s government so soon after its election, equally a product of the social media age, differed in significant ways from Spain’s insurgency. Set off initially by Macron’s proposal to raise taxes on diesel fuel, which he had presented as a means to combat climate change, the Yellow Vests staged fifty-two weekly
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protests in the streets in a row and manned roundabouts throughout the country night and day. They roiled French politics for nearly a year (some violent confrontations resulted in deaths).

Like the Indignados, the movement was connected through dozens of Facebook pages, but lacked any organizational structure. Also leaderless, it did not appear to be ideologically defined all that clearly. Similarly, the Yellow Vests described themselves as “apolitical,” meaning that they rejected partisan politics, along with the traditional left-right divide. They organized debates in small-group assemblies that sought consensus.\textsuperscript{128} They also pushed for more participatory measures, such as citizen power to trigger referendums.

But its social base and politics differed. Studies indicate the protesters came from the ranks of small business owners and their employees; truck and school-bus drivers, nurses, out-of-work electricians, warehouse handlers, part-time civil servants. Few were unemployed – but many nonetheless concerned about their financial security. Geographically, the movement began in disconnected rural areas. As one journalist covering the movement put it, “I’ve watched the incremental retreat of the state from rural France: maternity clinics, district courts, army barracks, post offices and shops disappearing from the centres of small towns. The people affected by this retreat realized, thanks to the internet, that they were on the fringe.”\textsuperscript{129}

Unlike in Spain, academics and students are not significant elements. Also unlike the Indignados, they do not reject the market economy or capitalism; interviews suggested they wanted to live more middle-class lives, with their ideal being the independent worker living off their own work and rejecting state benefits.\textsuperscript{130} They distrust trade unions, which they see as a form of special interests.

Once the movement shifted to Paris, after a month, violent clashes with police leading to several deaths occurred. They called for Macron’s resignation, despite his recent overwhelming election win. His ratings fell to 27\% in polls. After a year, when the movement had diminished, people took to the streets again in protest of proposed pension reforms, this time led by the unions. Then in the summer of 2021, in response to the government’s Covid measures, more than 100,000 people took to the streets again, many of under the Yellow Vest banner. As one of those put it, "If there's one thing that can unite people today, it's anger."\textsuperscript{131}

Macron tried to make concessions, but without anyone to negotiate with it, it was unclear what concessions would suffice. Eventually he found a way to defuse the initial Yellow Vest
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movement, including by abandoning the diesel tax, promising tax cuts, higher pensions, and reform of the civil service, and making referendums easier to hold.\textsuperscript{132}

The pattern of spontaneous, largely unorganized protest, set off by one spark, is a recurring one. In 2013 in Brazil, spontaneous mass protests -- coordinated only through social media -- broke out in over a hundred cities. Triggered by increased bus fares, the protests became ones against a range of issues – inequality, corruption, poor public services. The headline in the leading Brazilian paper expressed the spirit of the protests this way: “Everyone out against everything.” As is becoming common, the demonstrators disdained the political parties, chanting “The people united don’t need parties.” When President Dilma Rousseff sought to meet with the protestors leaders, she was told “there are no leaders.”\textsuperscript{133}

3. The Pop-Up, Digital Political Party. The next iteration of the way the communications revolution is transforming democratic polities and further accelerating fragmentation, is the rise of “the digital party.” The most significant digital parties to date differ in ways explored below, but certain general features are common.

These pop-up digital parties use technology to promise a new vision of grassroots democracy. They profess to use the digital revolution to offer a form of organizing politics, and political parties, that is more participatory – “more democratic, more open to ordinary people, more immediate and more direct, more authentic and transparent.”\textsuperscript{134} They offer the use of online decision-making tools to enable direct decision-making – though how much they actually deliver on this vision, or manipulate it for their own purposes, varies among these parties.

They also make digital technology the core of how they function and are organized. As “platform” parties, they adopt some of the techniques of Facebook and similar platforms. Joining the new party’s platform is usually free, and the parties collect data on their supporters to enable continual engagement with them. The leading scholar of these parties describes them as “the translation of the business model and organizational innovation of digital corporations to the political arena and their application to the idealistic project of the construction of a new democracy in digital times.”\textsuperscript{135}

They emerge from and express a generalized distrust of traditional parties and their structure. In essence, they purport to reject the value of representation, including within political parties, in favor of direct, unmediated, participation. In a sense, they are “anti-party” political parties. They reflect the naïve longing for a democratic politics that does not involve political parties, which are viewed as inherently corrupting of true democracy. Theirs is a party that seeks
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to “transcend” parties. Their emergence and success in some western democracies makes studying them important in understanding additional forces driving fragmentation.

a. The Pirate Parties: Sweden, Germany, Iceland, and the Czech Republic. In the Czech Republic, a pop-up, digital political “party” – the Pirate Party -- that did not exist until 2009 is now projected to become the dominant party in that country’s general elections in October, 2021.\textsuperscript{136}

The Pirate movement arose in a number of countries in the mid-2000s as a direct response to proposed legislation that would criminalize online file sharing (while critics called those who engaged in such sharing intellectual property pirates, the “Pirate parties” appropriated and inverted the term’s valence).\textsuperscript{137} These Pirate parties were the first significant, new digital parties.

In both substantive policy focus and means they use to build support, these parties are technology-based ones. Their emphasis tends to be on highly “democratic” internal party structures, more direct citizen participation in government, and internet freedom. Their support is primarily driven by political distrust of established parties; as with many of the spontaneous movements, they view themselves as “anti-party” parties.\textsuperscript{138} They are protest parties, in significant part, a perfect expression of the internet age.

The first Pirate Party emerged in Sweden in 2006, urging decriminalization of file sharing, reduced copyright protections, individual privacy of data, and – as in most of these new digital parties – far greater state transparency. In PR systems, a pop-up party can rapidly win seats in government, given the ease with which the communications revolution can spread the word to technologically adept potential supporters. Within a few months, the Swedish party captured 7.13 percent of the vote in elections to the European Parliament (initially, this meant one seat).\textsuperscript{139} By May 2009, it became the third largest party in Sweden.

International diffusion and imitation, in the internet age, enabled rapid spread of the Swedish Pirate Party model. Similar parties quickly popped up in 50 countries.\textsuperscript{140} These parties tend to be youth-driven; most of the Swedish party’s members were 18-19 years old. They appeal to highly educated, tech savvy people, mostly in urban areas. Indeed, in contrast to traditional parties, the Swedish party permits members to belong to other political parties.
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Between 2011 and ___, the German Pirate Party elected members to four state parliaments. Then, in 2011, it won 9 percent of the vote in national elections. It described its vision of democracy as “liquid democracy;” participatory democracy for the digital age, in which members continuously interact with party leaders in 24-hour cyber-debates meant to forge the party’s agenda. To join requires 48 Euros annually. Since participation in the party’s discussions is mainly online, some refer to this as “armchair membership.” They also tend to blur the lines between full-fledged party members, party supporters, and non-members.

But in Sweden and most other countries where these parties arose, they have faded in significance due to the predictable difficulty of organizing a sustained party based on values that are essentially anti-organizational. The German party operated as a federation of independent pirate parties in the relevant Lander; absent any centralized decision-making, this led to constant infighting between the different pirate parties. As one commentator put it, discussing the collapse of the German Pirate Party: “The wide range of political views and the lack of a strong hierarchical structure meant that the party did not have a distinct identity.” The Party dismissed the idea of having a distinct political orientation as “power playing.” One activist who left viewed the party as doomed by its commitment to participatory inclusiveness: “[..] most of them were apolitical. They weren’t interested in politics. I couldn’t take it anymore. Every political opinion was tolerated. I’d go to a Party convention and there would be, like, Holocaust deniers there.”

Before the rise of the Czech Pirate party, the most successful Pirate Party had been in Iceland. Iceland’s party was formed in 2012, in response to the 2008 collapse of the country’s banking system and the country’s near bankruptcy. Confirming its role as a protest party, support in polls skyrocketed immediately to 43 percent in the wake of revelations, in the Panama Papers, that a former prime minister held investments in offshore accounts. Forty percent of its members are under the age of 30; its “leader” for much of its existence was an anarchist. In the most recent general election in 2016, just four years after it had been formed, the Icelandic Pirate Party
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– having campaigned on its participatory ethic of more direct democracy and more transparency in government.\(^{149}\) became the third largest party in government. At one point, it was given the mandate to form the government, but it could not function effectively enough to gain support from the most obvious potential coalitional partners. But the party did contribute to the political fragmentation of Iceland: by the time of the 2016 election, twelve parties were competing for the country’s 260,000 adults. It took two months to form a fragile government, ruled by three parties, that possessed a thin majority in parliament.\(^ {150}\)

The Czech Pirate Party is currently the most successful. Because it sits in government now and might be the country’s dominant party, the way a digital party adapts to holding actual political power is intriguing.

Quickly after its 2009 birth, the Party rapidly built support in local and regional elections, winning three elections in 2010 and then sixty eight in 2014 (seventeen on its own, fifty one in coalition with other groups).\(^{151}\) In 2012, the Party captured its first seat in the national parliament, from the country’s most important city, Prague.\(^{152}\) By 2017, it had become a substantial national force, when it won 11% of the vote and seats in the Czech parliament.\(^ {153}\) But it became a truly significant force in 2019 as a means of protesting the sitting Prime Minister, Andrej Babis. Babis was rumored to have had connections to the Czech secret police during the Communist era and many view him as having conflicts of interest stemming from his ownership of some of the country’s most influential newspapers. After this provoked massive demonstrations in Prague, the Pirate Party became the face of opposition to Babis. Despite having only 680 party members as of 2018, it is projected with coalition partners (as mentioned above) to become the dominant party, with 29% of the vote, in upcoming elections.

Its internal structure began by adopting similar “inter-party democracy” techniques to earlier Pirate Parties. These commitments appear genuine, unlike certain other digital parties (discussed below). But most have not proven sustainable. The party’s internet “discussion board,” for example, was presented as a means for participatory party democracy. Members can start a discussion thread on any topic, making it in theory a virtual public assembly; the board also enables voting on proposals, making it a virtual ballot box too. But as the major scholarly study of the party explains, based on interviews with party figures, the discussion board largely collapsed. It devolved into members fighting each other – which party leaders believed led many Czech citizens
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to believe infighting was the party’s main activity. Only twenty percent of members contributed feedback party leaders considered useful; as a result, the internet board “effectively only further strengthens the relationship among the party elite.”

No longer a tool for meaningful communication or deliberation, the discussion board devolved into a place for posting formal documents or conducting votes. This conception of participatory party democracy was unsustainable.

In addition, party leaders are chosen through primaries that include all members. But the Chairman and Deputy Chairman prepare the party’s platform (its manifesto) and submit proposals for potential electoral coalitions. They can appoint leaders of working groups of party members to discuss the platform; these leadership-chosen leaders are people determined to be “competent in the given areas.” Another high-level executive committee then approves these strategic decisions. But despite the opportunity for widespread input, “the leadership ultimately has the upper hand.” They create the initial draft manifesto; appoint the leaders of working groups; and ultimately make the final decisions.

As the party began electing members to parliament, it also had to confront conflicts between its vision of participatory decision-making and certain fundamental principles of governance. As a member of the party, a Pirate deputy is supposed to remain subordinate to the party’s highest executive body (the National Forum). But in taking his seat, the constitution requires that deputy to swear a constitutional oath “not to be bound by anyone’s instructions.” The party fudged this issue – a major source of controversy in the country, with the party being accused of unconstitutional tendencies – by revising its policies to state elected members must abide by the National Forum’s decisions “whenever possible.” Deputies admit to scholars that in fact they act independently of the members while in office, but the party is able to the fiction that members control their vote. The restoration of a hierarchy of party leaders who control the party’s direction in government became a concomitant of the party’s electoral success.

The success of the Czech Pirate Party has come from its greater willingness than other Pirate parties to marry more of the hierarchical organizational structure of traditional parties with the ideology of these new, digital parties. The party’s platform has expanded beyond its relatively niche initial tenets of privacy rights, copyright reform, and marijuana legalization into a broader set of issues, including pension reform, government transparency, and tax reductions. It became willing to participate in more traditional legislative negotiation, with elected officials more likely
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to “act like” politicians and work pragmatically to form coalitions, pass legislation, and otherwise engage in the normal operations of a standard political entity.\textsuperscript{158} The Czech party is intentionally difficult to pigeonhole on a standard left-right spectrum; its chairman has stated willingness to work with communists or right-wing populists in the national parliament.\textsuperscript{159} The party also appears to draw significant support from areas of the country that show strong support for parties of the right, along with urban areas.\textsuperscript{160} To the extent the party has an ideological core, it is eliminating what the party calls the “democracy deficit” inside national democracies in Europe.\textsuperscript{161}

The Czech Pirate party story reveals several aspects to democracy in the age of social media. It shows the rise of “anti-parties,” based on an ideology that politics can be post-parties. It shows how quickly these (and other) parties can now arise and become consequential, without the need for traditional party-building activities. In particular, it shows how easy it has become to create protest parties based largely on distrust of those in power and traditional political parties. When pop-up, largely digital parties achieve the success of the Czech party, they might no longer be considered disruptive forces. But in their weaker and stronger forms, these digital parties are further contributors to political fragmentation.

\textit{b. The Five-Star Movement.} The most successful of these digital parties thus far is Italy’s Five-Star Movement (M5S). In light of its success, it has received extensive coverage, and less needs be said about it here.\textsuperscript{162} Launched officially in 2009, in the aftermath of the financial crisis, its architect believed that representative, parliamentary democracy had run its course and “was destined to be replaced by a global web-based democracy that removed the pesky middle-men of politics – politicians themselves.”\textsuperscript{163} Through the communications revolution, parliaments and political parties would fade away. M5S rejects being labelled a political party at all, based on its (disingenuous) claims that it is a movement to empower citizens to govern themselves directly.

Officially, the role of the movement’s leadership was to be limited to ratifying lists of candidates who sought to run under its label and ensure they respected the movement’s principles. Calling itself a “movement of citizens,” decision-making was to take place through an online platform, which, in keeping with the movement’s anti-party views, was appropriately enough called Rousseau. Through it, supporters would be able to propose laws, debate them, and refine them online; members would also be able to offer themselves as candidates and decide who would in the end run.
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But as is widely known by now, this image of bottom-up, organic, participatory democracy is at best an illusion, at worst, a cynical manipulation by the movement’s leaders. Beppe Grillo exclusive owns the movement’s brand. This enables him to exercise complete control from the top over the party’s strategic decisions. Many elected members left the party because Grillo insisted they act as party delegates, rather than representatives exercising independent judgment; Grillo threatens to withdraw their right to use the movement’s brand if they don’t follow his view of the movement.\(^{164}\) Five Star’s leaders use the inevitable need to manage the process or deliberation on Rousseau to exercise effective control over how votes come out. Votes end up being overwhelmingly on the side of the issues that management prefers – typically, with 80% of the vote. Leaders decide when to consult members and on what issues; to filter user proposals deemed not in line with the party’s pre-established positions; to choose how to frame proposals; and to decide on the timing of a vote.

These deliberative processes also tend to attract limited participation compared to the number of votes cast when matters are put to a vote. The reality is that referenda turn out to be mainly ratifications of decisions the leadership has taken already. As the leading scholar of digital parties, Paolo Gerbaudo, concludes: “What users/members/customers are given is basically a window-dressing of participation.”\(^{165}\) As another scholar puts it, this “new model of democracy” crumbles upon inspection.\(^{166}\)

Initially, the movement was primarily a means of expressing disdain and opposition to all the country’s traditional parties and leaders – left, right, and center. In the very first national elections it contested, in 2013, M5S won a stunning 25% of the vote – the second highest vote total for a single party. No party had come out of nowhere so quickly and won such a significant vote share in modern Italian history. The movement had received little mainstream media attention and had not raised much money. Around 160 of its candidates with no experience in politics became members of Parliament.\(^{167}\)

After the 2014 European elections, the movement’s leaders decided they wanted the party to align with the United Kingdom Independence Party in the European parliament.\(^{168}\) Many members and supporters has assumed Five Star, with its emphasis on digital democracy, was a progressive party; they were strongly opposed to aligning with UKIP, which many considered racist and xenophobic. But in a demonstration of the effective control leadership exercises, the party’s architect behind the scenes used Grillo’s blog for a series of posts pushing the UKIP alliance (the fact that UKIP wanted a referendum on Brexit was said to reflect a shared commitment to direct democracy). When it came time for the party’s online vote, critics asserted
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the post that introduced the question left little doubt how the leaders wanted members to vote. In the end, 80% voted in favor of the UKIP alliance.

Then, in the 2018 general elections, Five Star received the largest vote of any party. That success raised the issue whether these largely digital parties can become more than just a vehicle for expressing opposition to the parties and leaders that govern. Indeed, once in government, it floundered. First it formed a government in coalition with Matteo Salvini’s Lega party, a northern Italy based anti-immigrant party. 94% of Five Star voters approved the alliance. But that alliance soon collapsed, and it switched direction to join forces with center-left parties. This shifting back and forth between radically different alliances reflected the party’s lack of an ideological core, along with inability to govern effectively in its limited time in office, and led to its support hemorrhaging.

Currently, it has fallen to the fourth most popular party, with polls indicating 14% support. It is now part of a national unity government led by Mario Draghi, a former European Central Bank president.169 The current debate is over whether the party – and by implication, parties of this type --can only exist effectively as an opposition, anti-system party outside of government.170 If M5S collapses altogether, analysts suggest it would spawn one or two new parties, further fragmenting the Italian party structure.171 But little doubt exists that the digital Five Star movement shows how digital parties, existing largely online and emerging rapidly out of nowhere, are able to disrupt and fragment parties and governments in this new era.

c. Nigel Farage and the Brexit Party. After the Brexit referendum in 2016 and the collapse of the UK Independence Party (UKIP), Nigel Farage decided to model a new UK party directly on the Five Star model. Announced in March, 2019, the Brexit Party quickly became the fastest growing party in British political history.

Ironically, although Brexit opponents cast a leave vote as reflecting a backwards looking vision, the Brexit Party became the most technologically advanced party in the UK. Largely through the internet, it gained over 115,000 supporters, who paid £25 a year. In its first ten days, it raised over £750,000 in donations online, all in small sums of less than £500.

Three months after its formation, the Brexit Party promptly overwhelmed all other parties in the 2019 UK elections to the European Parliament. Unlike the Conservative and Labor parties, which spent almost nothing for online advertising, the Brexit party spent heavily.172 The Party received a stunning 31.6% of the vote, far more than the combined vote of the two traditionally dominant parties, the Conservatives and Labor (8.8% and 13.6%, respectively). Slicing support
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away from all three of the major UK parties, particularly the Conservatives,\(^\text{173}\) the Brexit Party generated a highly fragmented UK delegation to the European Parliament. Indeed, the 2019 elections left the European Parliament in general in a highly fragmented party configuration.

The Brexit Party was, in its own words, “the virtual carbon copy of the Five Star Movement.”\(^\text{174}\) Indeed, Farage and his senior advisor had gone to Italy back in 2015 to meet with the creators of Five Star; when he left, Farage told the political scientists Matthew Goodwin and Caitlin Milazzo that, “If I was starting UKIP today, would I spend 20 years speaking to people in village halls or would I base it on the Grillo model?”\(^\text{175}\) Once UKIP collapsed, that’s what he did in 2019.

Much like Five Star, the Brexit party presents itself as a platform based party that enables direct voice for party supporters, who are purportedly able to deliberate online and vote on referenda to determine the party’s policies. Supporters can apply via the online portal to become candidates. In public speeches, Farage asserts that the party represents a new form of popular politics, in which registered supporters will shape policy, determine the party’s direction, and directly interact continuously with the party’s leaders. “This is going to be the most open political party you’ve ever seen in Britain,” Farage proclaims.\(^\text{176}\) But as with Five Star, the reality is virtually the opposite.

The party is organized as a corporation. It has only around eight shareholders, with Farage holding a majority of the shares. Essentially, he is the CEO, chairman, and owner of the party.\(^\text{177}\) The party lacks voting members, executive committees, or any of the traditional structures of a political party. Farage and his allies view it as a tech-like start-up business, designed to make decisions quickly. Like other websites, the party harvests vast data about its supporters for future use. Farage himself says: “We’re running a company, not a political party.” As an ally put it: “What the Five Star did, and what the Brexit party is doing, is having a tightly controlled central structure, almost a dictatorship at the centre.”

Like other digital parties, it purports to be “beyond” party politics and transcend the traditional identification of parties as being of the left or right. Its candidates for the European Parliament election ranged from former members of the Conservative Party to the Revolutionary Communist Party. And although European Parliament elections are ordinarily not of great significance in the UK, the Brexit party’s instant success “sent a shock wave” through British
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politics. That success prompted Boris Johnson to absorb the Brexit Party by restructuring the Conservatives around a hard-Brexit agenda, which then produced a decisive Conservative victory in 2019.

The Brexit party, having changed British history, is now trying to recast itself as a broader populist movement, presenting itself as against “establishment” politics and advocating for various “democratic” reforms, such as creating direct democracy through citizen initiatives and other voting reforms. It has relabeled itself the Reform-UK party (and Farage has stepped down as its leader).

Ironically, for all the decentralizing tendencies of the digital age, and these parties’ ideology of organic, egalitarian, participatory democracy, several of the most significant digital parties have introduced a new form of leadership that Gerbaudo calls “hyper-leadership.” In his view, through this digitized leadership, this figure spreads his image and words instantaneously through a vast array of communication networks and now widespread personal communication devices, such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, computers. Without any need for traditional party structures, and the ability to bypass them in any event, the creators of at least some of these parties recognized that controlling the new media system was key to gaining political recognition and power. “The hyper-leader navigates the nooks and crannies of a hybrid media system in which TV videos are shared and wildly commented on in social media, and in turn social media posts often become the object of TV coverage.” Traditional parties and candidates try to do something similar, though they are often behind these pop-up parties that are born in the digital age, but what’s remarkable is how effectively and quickly these pop-up parties have managed to make this strategy succeed.

* * * *

These emerging digital parties exist in a space between traditional political parties and the more loosely organized spontaneous movements discussed above. Some of them are meant to be enduring organizations, as with traditional parties. Some come into being largely for one issue, such as the Brexit party, and having succeeded on that issue, it remains unclear whether they can survive beyond it. Some are mainly vehicles for expressing anger and disaffection with the status quo, including traditional parties, but have difficulty making the transition to governance when they get the opportunity. Most are organized to represent a vision, unlike traditional parties, of a non-hierarchical, highly participatory party decision-making structure. In some cases, that claim is deceptive. In others, it has undermined the ability of these parties to function. In yet other cases, the commitment appears sincere, but has been modified significantly as they reach the point of becoming more viable political forces. A few are becoming significant parts of government.

---
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Unlike traditional parties, they can emerge quickly to become, at least, meaningful disruptive political forces. That we will see more such digital parties pop-up is likely. They are a new political form that further contributes to the fragmentation of politics and governance.

In a recent empirical investigation on the effects of the internet and social media on democracy, aptly titled *Political Turbulence*, the authors conclude: “The kind of politics we have observed and analyzed is characterized by rapidly shifting flows of attention and activity…This is a turbulent politics, which is unstable, unpredictable, and often unsustainable.” This study suggests that the new media enable a thinner form of participation, which contributes to this more turbulent politics. Before the digital age, the authors assert, the decision to belong to a political party or interest group was more significant and created stronger bonds – partly because participation was more time consuming, but also because it was shaped by stronger sociological forces, such as unions and churches, as well as norms and pressures from peers and family. But precisely because participation today is easier and less costly, as well as less susceptible to the influence of the political parties, institutions, and other organizations that once attracted stronger allegiance, citizens today are more vulnerable to small shifts in political information.\(^{181}\) The ease with which people can engage in new forms of political participation draws more people in -- which can enable rapid large mobilizations – but also makes them weakly-anchored and strongly susceptible to the rapidly changing influences of social media.

4. *Free-Agent Politicians: The United States.* In the United States, the communications revolution has spawned political fragmentation by enabling individual legislators to function as, in effect, political free agents. Individual members of Congress in the United States have long been more electorally vulnerable than in other democracies. They must raise large amounts of campaign money, given that spending on elections cannot be constitutionally capped. The United States lacks a system of public financing, unlike most European democracies, so that the candidates must raise this money themselves or be financially bankrolled by some other source, such as their party. In addition, candidates must run in primary elections, including incumbents, who particularly in recent decades, often face and fear significant primary challenges – unlike in most democracies, in which primary elections do not exit, the party picks candidates to run, and in which incumbents therefore are rarely vulnerable to challenges from within their own party.

This very vulnerability traditionally meant that, until the cable and digital age, individual members of Congress had to function largely within the party structure and hierarchy to advance their careers and ability to influence policy and politics. Their success and stature depended on building support over time within the party. Being assigned to desirable committees was key to a member’s success, both in terms of making policy contributions and for fund-raising and visibility. Before they could become nationally known and carry substantial political weight, they had to work their way up inside the party. Party leaders, through their ability to decide on which committees members served, had significant leverage over their rank and file members. In the

\(^{181}\) Helen Margetts et. al. *Political Turbulence*, at 62.
television age, for example, the main way for individual members or Senators to get a national television audience was to chair a high-profile hearing—which meant party leaders effectively had control over national exposure (even before television, Harry Truman catapulted into the vice-presidency as a result of chairing high-profile hearings into profiteering during WW II). The party was an important resource for running successful campaigns. The hold party leaders had over members’ political and electoral fates gave party leaders significant leverage to contain and manage the tensions that always existed within the parties.

The communications revolution has largely destroyed that leverage. Precisely because politicians in the US are already more on their own than in other systems, the effects of this revolution might be greatest in the US. Individual legislators, even in their first years in office, no longer are as dependent on party leaders or their political party. Instead, it has become possible—and happens regularly—that legislators in their very first years in the United States House or Senate can thrive as independent political entrepreneurs. An early sign of how the new media technology enabled circumventing the traditional party structure was the way insurgent forces within the Republican party, led by Newt Gingrich, figured out in the 1980s how to exploit the new possibilities created when cable television began to televise proceedings on the House floor.

Gingrich was first elected in 1978; the post-Watergate Congress had decided to make itself more transparent by permitting television cameras to film daily proceedings. In 1979, C-SPAN was created. Gingrich called himself the “first leader of the C-SPAN generation.” He realized that members could now bypass the traditional media and speak unfiltered to the audiences they wanted to reach, through the live C-SPAN feed that covered proceedings at the start and end of the day—when members could take the floor for individual speeches on any issues. Gingrich also figured out that, in his words, “C-SPAN’s audience would swell if confrontation rather than capitulation characterized the GOP stance in all House debate.” He understood the more traditional national media would pick up confrontational statements displayed on C-SPAN. At this stage, Gingrich was taking on his own party’s leadership in the House as much as the Democrats; he had formed a “caucus of insurgents” to bypass his party’s leadership, which disdained his tactics and believed in working with Democrats to legislate. By 1994, of course, Republicans had gained control of the House for the first time in forty years, and Gingrich was the Speaker.

Advances in the communications revolution since then have had two general effects that have catalyzed even greater fragmentation of the political parties. First, through social media and cable television, individual members of Congress are now able to find and construct their own national constituencies. Second, the internet has enabled them to be highly effective at fundraising, particularly through small donations, to an extent never possible before. The first effect also feeds the second: the greater a candidate’s visibility, the easier it is to attract money through internet-based donations. Extremism is not a liability; it is the way to get attention and turn on the spigot

---
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of internet-based donations (this was also true in the era of direct-mail solicitations, but the amount that could be raised that way pales in comparison to what the internet makes possible). For these reasons and others (discussed below), being on particular committees is less crucial than before. As a result, individual members, including even recently elected ones, can essentially bypass the party hierarchy and structure. With political “leadership” atrophying without effective tools to control members, differences within the parties become more difficult to contain. Particularly given America’s system of bicameralism and separation of powers, the existence of many independent free agents in Congress makes putting together legislative majorities all the more difficult.

As one recent example, dozens of companies announced after the Jan. 6th riots at the Capitol that they were halting donations to Republicans who had voted to reject electoral votes from the states. Yet the internet can now effectively replace these large contributions, from business and elsewhere. Sen. Josh Hawley, for example, the first to announce he would object, and whom the Republican leadership in the Senate discouraged from doing so, received $969,000 in donations in January 2021—eight times more in one month than he had raised in the entire first quarter of the prior year. Similarly, when new representative Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) was removed from all House committees, because of her extremist views, she quickly raised over $3.2 million in the first quarter of 2021. The money came from over 100,000 individual donors, with an average donation of $32. That is a historic and stunning haul, particularly for someone just taking office and nearly two years out from her next general election. The previous high for the first quarter of a non-election year had been $2.9 million, which Paul Ryan as Speaker of the House raised in 2017. Indeed, in just the two days before the House removed her from all committees, she raised $335,000. Party leaders have little leverage over members of Congress who can now generate this kind of national attention and money on their own—as Hawley and Greene have made clear.

Individual attention-grabbing moments now trigger a flood of small donations. Take South Carolina Congressman Joe Wilson, who during President Obama’s first State of the Union address, in 2009, before the entire Congress shouted out: “You lie!” This stunning breach of decorum shocked both sides of the aisle. Yet in his next campaign, Wilson raised $5 million, five times more than he had averaged in his four previous races. As one former Republican congressman put it: “The outrage machine is powerful at inducing political contributions.” A former Democratic congressman provided more concrete detail: “If you need to raise a dollar online, you don’t talk about bipartisan solutions. . . . You talk about extreme partisan positions. . . . If I were to post something about getting rid of the Electoral College, it would do really well on social media among Democratic activists. If I were to post something about expanding early childhood education, and talking about a bipartisan way to make that happen, it would go over like a thud on social media.
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No one cares. So the feedback loop really encourages people to run on things that are more extreme.”

These anecdotes illustrate the general phenomenon. In 2018, the most extreme Democrats received 86% of their funding from small donors, while moderates received only 10%. On the Republican side, more extreme candidates received 58% of their funds from small donors while moderates received 17% of their funding from small donors. A list of the members elected to the House who received 50% or more of their contributions from small donors includes on the Republican side, in order, Matt Gaetz, Jim Jordan, Devin Nunes, and Dan Crenshaw. On the Democratic side, it includes Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Adam Schiff (high profile from the first Trump impeachment), Ilhan Omar, Speaker Pelosi, and Katie Porter. Does anyone think moderate politicians will attract the same flood of small donations from around the country that more extreme politicians do? The new system of funding the internet makes possible fuels the wings of each party, which enhances the forces of fragmentation.

But we are just beginning to experience the centripetal politics that internet-based fundraising makes possible and encourages. Small donors first became significant in presidential elections with Howard Dean’s primary campaign in 2004. In congressional elections, they only became a force in 2018. In 2016, small donors provided only about 6% of the funds candidates raised. By 2018, small donors contributed 27% of the money raised by Democratic Senate candidates and 16% for the party’s House candidates. Democrats were ahead of the game for a while, since digital figures from outside the party had created a single portal or intermediary organization, Act Blue, through which one could make donations to all Democratic candidates. But by 2020, Republicans had started catching up with their own organization for amassing small donations, WinRed. In 2020, House Republicans received 22.1 percent of their contributions from small donors, a leap up from 5.7 percent in 2016. The same was true with Senate Republicans, who received 30.3 percent of their donations from small donors compared to 9.2 percent in 2016. Nearly half of the money Donald Trump raised for his 2020 campaign came from small donors.

The new communicative channels are further reason members of Congress, even in their first year in office, can wield a level of power unimaginable before. When I first made this point seven years ago, I offered the examples of Senators Ted Cruz, on the right, and Elizabeth Warren on the left, both of whom in their first year or two in the Senate were able to exercise levels of power that would have been unheard of at such early stages of a Senate career in the past. A
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more recent striking example is Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. She won the primary that launched her political career with just under 16,000 votes (and then easily won general elections in her overwhelmingly safe Democratic district). But when she entered Congress, as a master of social media, she had nearly 9 million followers across the main social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram). Compare that to other Democratic members of Congress, including those in leadership positions or major legislative roles. Speaker Nancy Pelosi had 3.6 million followers. The next most for a House Democrat was the Majority Leader, Steny Hoyer, with an anemic 220,000 followers. Just a few months into her first term in the House, AOC was one of the most nationally known Democrats. She had more “retweets” and “likes” than any political figure other than Donald Trump, and more than the combined totals of the Washington Post, New York Times, CNN, NBC, MSNBC, and ABC. Party leaders have little leverage over such figures: their seats are safe, their fundraising secure, their ability to influence public discourse and legislation is just as large as if they waited 25 years to become the chair of an important committee.

As Speaker of the House, Republican John Boehner describes the moment he knew effective power had shifted away from his office to the fragmenting power of the communications revolution. When he refused to give a young Michelle Bachman a powerful committee seat she demanded (he notes that in earlier decades, no one so new to Congress would even have thought to have made the request to previous Speakers), she threatened to go around him by taking to the numerous media platforms she could access, such as Fox News. The House Speaker describes his realization: “I wasn’t the one with power, she was saying. I just thought I was. She had the power now. She was right, of course.”

Boehner’s memoir teems with passages describing how party leaders, including the President, has lost control to outside forces. He calls the highly fractured Republican party caucus he “ran” in the House “Crazytown.” He observes resignedly: “I may have been the Speaker, but I didn’t hold all the power. By 2013 the chaos caucus in the House [he’s referring to his own party] had built up their own power base thanks to fawning right-wing media and out-rage driven fundraising cash” (he suggests that Speaker Pelosi relationship with those from the left of her party reminds him of what he confronted, yet “these people command a large social media and press following, so Pelosi has to argue with them about tactics and policy.”) As one historian comments, the Republican Freedom Caucus (the “chaos caucus” in Boehner’s words) was “unprecedented in the party’s history.” No bloc within the party had ever been more concerned with defeating moderate Republicans and refusing bipartisan compromise than with enacting legislation that would further the party’s efforts to capture the Presidency. But party leaders lacked capacity to punish that bloc and force them to accept the party’s positions.
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This splintering of political authority affects the political ability to forge complex political compromises on numerous specific issues. This is partly why Congress in recent years has become so unproductive, particularly on major issues. Take immigration, among the most important and difficult policy problems in the United States for many years now. In 2013, a seemingly powerful, bipartisan group of eight Senators negotiated a comprehensive immigration bill, which the Senate passed 68-32. Republican leaders in Congress supported it, indeed, believed addressing the issue was critical to the party’s electoral future. But grassroots conservative opposition was so effectively mobilized through cable television, radio, and the internet that it caused that bipartisan deal to collapse. Since then, the United States has not come as close to major immigration legislation.

In his recent book Crackup: The Republican Implosion and the Future of Presidential Politics, the eminent political scientist, Samuel Popkin describes Senator Ted Cruz as the new model of politician the communications revolution enabled. Cruz figured out, in his first year in office, that he could thrive in the new media age as a disruptive defier of his own party. As Popkin puts it, Cruz’s goal was to win the party’s presidential nomination by becoming, “literally, a party of one.” That is a nice distillation of how the new communications era is making possible forms of politics not possible in the past, including in ways that drive fragmentation.

Many of Cruz’s early actions ran against what party leaders viewed as the best interests of the party, but in the new communications age, they raised his profile and personal support. He persuaded House Republicans to shut down the government, purportedly to force President Obama to repeal Obamacare, which party leaders knew was doomed to fail and would damage the party. Party leaders reviled Cruz – yet it brought Cruz massive coverage on cable news and social media, along with an outpouring of small donations. As Paul Ryan noted, Cruz proved in today’s media environment, “you can … shortcut your way toward the top of the political pile because you’re a better entertainer.” Once people saw a freshman Senator could do that while bypassing the party hierarchy, many others decided to follow suit. Rep. Matt Gaetz, for example, sees politics as more about performance than legislating. As he says: “Why raise money to advertise on the news channels when I can make the news? And if you aren’t making news, you aren’t governing.” The digital age rewards politics as performance and enables political free agency.
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As Popkin concisely puts the realities of the fragmentation that characterizes US politics: “Both parties are vulnerable to legislative factions big enough to block compromise but too small in numbers or extreme in their demands to develop realistic policies.”199 And he concludes “there can be no return to effective modern government until party leaders in the House and Senate once again have the resources to build consensus and enforce legislative norms.”

To be sure, other changes have contributed to this paralyzing fragmentation in the US. The McCain-Feingold campaign-finance “reforms,” which drove money away from the parties to outside groups, and which Citizens United then further accelerated, plays a major role.200 So too are participatory “reforms” made to the presidential nominations process in the 1970s. It is these latter changes that make figures like Ted Cruz believe, rightly, that they can capture their party’s nomination without needing any longer the support of their party’s figures in government.201 Cruz failed, but Donald Trump proved him right.

Closely related to the dynamics of fragmentation is the way these changes to the presidential nominations process in the US have made it easier for factional candidates within the parties to capture nomination. The fear of excessive fragmentation has long hovered over the process of choosing appropriate candidates for the presidency. The Framers struggled with a mechanism that would enable appropriate candidates to be identified in a new nation with limited national communication and transportation. How would voters in South Carolina know who suitable candidates were from Vermont? The Framers thought the Electoral College would function as, in essence, a nominating convention; the political elites from the states who would constitute the college would have enough knowledge of the small elite social and political world to identify worthy candidates (Gordon Wood recently characterized this as “an ingenious solution” to the problem of limited knowledge in a new national state).202 Often, they believed, none of these would be likely to attract majority support, and they assumed the House – with each state
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**Former NRCC chair Tom Reynolds (2016):** “Citizens United and other changes—McCain-Feingold—those guys that campaigned and wanted very badly to create McCain-Feingold have actually created a party that has less money, less resources, and have enabled outside groups to have enormous presence in campaigns.”

**Former Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) Chair Martin Frost (2016):** “McCain-Feingold’s worthless. Took money away from political parties and forced it to the fringes. I talked to campaign finance advocates at the time. I said, ‘Don’t you understand you’re going to be harming political parties.’ And some of them said, ‘Well, we don’t like political parties anyways.’ And then I said, ‘Well, don’t you understand if you take the soft money away from political parties, where it has to be disclosed’—we had to disclose every single dollar that I raised to the DCCC from corporations and unions and large contributors— ‘you’re going to force it out to the wings, out to the extremes, some of whom don’t have to report.’”

delegation having one vote – would then typically choose the President (as it did in two of the first six contested presidential elections). But soon after the government was up and running, proto-party divisions in Congress began to emerge, and Congress then created its own filtering mechanism to avoid highly fragmented competition for the presidency. This was the system of “King Caucus,” in which those politically aligned in Congress identified a single person they recommended to voters (endorsed, in today’s language).

The caucus system proved an effective filtering mechanism, but came to be viewed as illegitimate by the 1820s in a rapidly democratizing America. But with the caucus system’s collapse, the spectre of excessive fragmentation loomed large again. Absent an appropriate filtering mechanism, the risk was that competition for the White House would devolve into highly personalized and factional politics, prone to generating too many candidates and more extreme, demagogic campaign appeals – for if a raft of individual candidates ran, at least some would be drawn to such tactics to highlight and distinguish their personal brands. For that reason, Martin Van Buren created the concept of unified, national parties and solidified the system of party nominating conventions. Party nominating conventions were institutional devices to contain fragmentation by functioning as a means to force compromises across cleavages, foster broader consensus, and cabin the role of personalized politics. The convention system indeed served that role until it was replaced in the 1970s with today’s system of popular primaries (and caucuses), in which party figures no longer play any role in filtering and narrowing the field of potential candidates.

As soon as this system first went into effect in the 1970s, when Democrats adopted it, the new system enabled factional candidates, supported by an intense minority, to win nomination, even if they were no longer required to show they could unify diverse interests within the party. McGovern in 1972 and Carter in 1976 are examples. The change to the primary system deprived the parties of their major structural device for managing conflicts and the centripetal forces within the party.
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204 These changes also fed directly into the nascent conflicts between working-class Democrats and the increasing power of the educational elite in the party. The party’s “reforms” to the nomination process included not just the shift to a primary-based system, but also changes to the process for selecting the party’s convention delegates. The reforms included pushing states to ensure their delegations reflected proportional representation based on race, gender, and age (but not class). When the reforms first took effect for the 1972 Democratic convention, eight of ten delegates had never been to a convention before. Forty percent had graduate school degrees (ten times the level in the country as a whole). The reforms pushed out from the convention many major supporters of unions – the big city mayors and union leaders. It did the same for white ethnic Democrats. Of the 59 delegates from Chicago, half were women, a third African American, but in a city with large ethnic populations, there were only one Italian and three Polish delegates – as the leading commentator on Chicago’s politics put it: “Your reforms have disenfranchised Chicago’s white ethnic Democrats.” Even the Village Voice echoed this point: “The new Democratic Party did not make room for the white ethnic workingman.” This was not accidental: those inside the party who orchestrated these reforms believed the party’s base would become educated white liberals, minorities, and young voters (in 1971, the Twenty-Sixth Amendment had lowered the voting age to 18).
Once the communications revolution took flight, the centripetal effects of the shift to a primary-based nominations process became even more pronounced. In the last two presidential cycles, seventeen (Republicans, 2016), then twenty-nine (Democrats, 2020) candidates competed for their party’s nomination. The most consequential example of why candidates believe there are more routes to success than in the past, partly due to the communications revolution, is of course Donald Trump’s takeover of the Republican Party in 2015-2016. As an insurgent outsider with virtually no prior ties to the party, he effectively used cable television, Twitter, and internet fundraising to bypass entirely the party’s leadership, its major donors, the mainstream media -- and yet capture the nomination.

* * *

The design of democratic institutions and processes frequently involves an unappreciated tradeoff between the values of political accountability and effective governance. Governments must be politically accountable, but excessive, immediate accountability can undermine the ability of democratic governments to function effectively. As an example, when the Constitution was drafted, significant pressure existed to have annual elections for members of the House, to ensure they would remain highly accountable to the people. Little imagination is required to envision how much more turbulent and dysfunctional US government would be were members elected every year. Indeed, I have argued the two-year term is still too short and undermines the capacity for effective governance today in the US.205

The digital age creates, in effect, immediate, continual accountability to the forces that dominate the new communications tools. The British philosopher Nick Land, who considers democracy obsolete, asserts that democracy now “accentuates time-preference to the point of convulsive feeding-frenzy.”206 Is there nothing to that? One can agree or not with different specific ends to which this new technology age has been put. But there is little doubt this dynamic has contributed to political fragmentation. When democratic governments of all political ideologies are simply unable to marshal the concerted, sustained power necessary to deliver effective policies, democracies are more likely to become paralyzed and unable to deliver.

IV. COUNTERMEASURES TO FRAGMENTATION?

---
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In response to my view that the digital age’s inherently undermining effects on democratic political authority are likely to endure for some time to come, at least two alternative ways of seeing our current predicaments might be offered.

1. First, perhaps the communications revolution should be viewed as simply the latest technological leap forward in a long series of such transformations. The invention of the printing press, the radio, and television were arguably just as transformative; yet despite anxieties at the time, political orders and democracies survived these earlier technological revolutions. Why not assume today’s democratic systems will similarly reach a manageable equilibrium with the new communications age, in which fragmentation will not preclude democracies from delivering effective governance – even if we cannot yet picture what that might look like?

That question typically leads into analysis of what might be distinctive about the modern digital age, most notably, the elimination of nearly all the meditators and gatekeepers (institutional and personal) that still co-existed with these earlier transformations. But I want to answer this question from a different direction. Did political systems in fact easily adapt to these earlier technological transformations without major disruption, including violence these transformations helped unleash? From the vantage point of today, centuries after the invention of the printing press, or a century after radio, or even a half century after television, it is easy to be complacent about just how dramatic, and often destructive, these new technologies were in their eras. It is also easy to forget how long the reverberations of these technological transformations were felt in the political systems of their eras.

Take the printing press. In the first fifty years after Guttenberg’s invention, around 1450, more books were printed than in the prior 1000 years, according to estimates. Ordinary people attained far greater access to ideas (some of them dangerous) and “information” (some of it false) than before. In just one paragraph, Jonathan Rauch, in his recent book *The Constitution of Knowledge*, provides a quick reminder of the violence and long wars that the printing press in fact helped unleash:

“One of the first uses of the new technology was for what today we call conspiracy theories or fake news: a tract called *Malleus Maleficarum* (“Hammer of Witches”) swept across Europe after its publication in the late 1400s, claiming that witches lurked everywhere and inspiring panics and tens of thousands of murders. The printing press gave wings to Martin Luther’s radical dissent and spread religious controversy, and war, across Europe [in two months, Luther’s 95 Theses, had spread widely across Europe]. As late as 1750 [three hundred years after the invention of the printing press], an appalled Jean-Jacque Rousseau commented, “If we consider the horrible disorders that printing has already produced in Europe, and if we judge the future in light the progress this evil makes every day, we can
easily predict that sovereigns will not delay in making as much effort to banish this awful art from their states as they made to establish it.” ²⁰⁷

Indeed, some have speculated that the religious wars of the 17th century might be the closest historical parallel in the West to our era. ²⁰⁸

The radio is a deceptively simple device from today’s perspective. When first invented in the 1920s, it was claimed to herald a new era of international understanding and co-operation — much like the early days of the internet -- as George Orwell noted in his famous 1945 essay, “You and the Atomic Bomb.” ²⁰⁹ Yet in 1933, Nazi Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels offered a different perspective: “Our way of taking power and using it would have been inconceivable without the radio and the airplane.” Indeed, a significant scholarly literature has emerged on the centrality of the radio to Hitler’s maintenance of power. ²¹⁰

Although radio was invented in the 1920s, by the early 1930s radios were still quite expensive in Germany, far exceeding the monthly wage of ordinary German workers. ²¹¹ Recognizing the new power this technology potentially made available, Goebbels, as one of his first acts in power, determined to ensure that radios would be readily available to the German masses. He pushed engineers to create a technically simple radio easy to mass produce, and cheap, which state subsidies made possible. As he publicly proclaimed: “We want a radio that reaches the people, a radio that works for the people, a radio that is an intermediary between the government and the nation, a radio that also reaches across our borders to give the world a picture of our character, our life, and our work.”

In that same 1933 speech, which opened the 10th International Radio Show in Berlin, he declared “Radio as the Eighth Great Power” (Napoleon had called the press the seventh great power). He envisioned that “the radio will be for the twentieth century what the press was for the nineteenth century.” By 1941, the Nazi state had made it possible for two-thirds of Germans to own this cheap radio, the Volksempfänger (“people's receiver" or “people's radio”). The Nazis were sophisticated in how they took advantage of the new technology; rather than constantly broadcasting political propaganda, they offered lots of pure entertainment programming, in order “to lure more people into listening to Hitler's speeches.” ²¹²

²⁰⁷ Rauch, The Constitution of Knowledge 120 (2021) [check page cite]
²⁰⁸ Gurri, at 73.
²¹⁰ See, e.g., Heidi J. S. Tworek, News from Germany: The Competition to Control World Communications, 1900–1945 (2019).
Consider this poster from 1936:

![Poster: Ganz Deutschland hört den Führer mit dem Volksempfänger](image)

[The poster reads: “All Germany hears the Führer with the People’s Radio.”]

But the radio was not just central to the internal functioning of a modern totalitarian state. It was also key to Hitler’s attempt to expand German dominion to other lands. As soon as he came to power, Germany began German broadcasts across the border to Czechoslovakia’s 3.5m German speakers. The Czechoslovakian government failed to recognize the new political ramifications of radio; although German speakers made up a quarter of the population, Czech radio offered little programming in German. The famous journalist, Milena Jesenská, described the consequences: "For five years all that people in the borderlands have had to do is to turn a switch and Nazi ideology from the German stations has flowed directly into their homes - it goes without saying that they all tuned into stations that they could understand! ... As a counter to this, all we offered was half an hour of German radio, most of it dull and indigestible. Only by now they are all perfectly schooled, sweet-talked and bullied, repeating parrot-fashion phrases about
their national space.” Dramatic changes in communications technology have profoundly disrupted the political order, sometimes from the top, as in this example, sometimes from below.

Television is more recent, which makes more of us aware of how much its arrival transformed the nature of democratic politics and governance. These changes have played out differently in democracies structured along different lines, but in the U.S. at least, the effects include the rise of more personality-based politics, with effective use of television becoming a more important source of political power than more party-based approaches to campaigns. Politicians increasingly rely on the advice of advertising executives, television producers, media consultants, and talk show hosts, who give guidance on the handling of publicity, speech and mannerisms, and even policy making -- all of whom displace the role the political parties used to play. By the 1980s, as Kathleen Hall Jamison write, “the role of media adviser evolved from one of technical adviser unwelcome in the strategy sessions that governed the campaign to campaign insider responsible for the strategy for all the campaign’s advertising and, often, for its communication strategy, as well.” That television has blurred the line between politics and entertainment is familiar. Little doubt exists that television had enduring, dramatic effects on the nature of democratic politics and governance – at least until the internet and social media began to compete for that role.

213 https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2008/oct/09/radio.hitler.bbc.czehoslovakia. At virtually the same time Goebels was enabling creation of widely-accessible radio to seize the political power of this new technology, Franklin Delano Roosevelt also understood that this new technology enabled him to bypass traditional gatekeepers and forge a more direct, personal connection with Americans. Just eight days after his first inauguration, he began his “fireside” radio talks on March 12th, 1933 – to an audience of 60 million listeners.
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The digital age’s elimination of nearly all intermediary institutions and mediating structures might well make its effect on political authority more disruptive than prior technological revolutions. But even if “no more disruptive,” we should not underestimate the disruptive force of those earlier transformations.

2. Second, perhaps political institutions, organizations, and actors will develop ways to overcome the fragmenting effects of modern communications.

Some small examples of this can be seen. Drawing again on the system I know best, certain institutional transformations in the way the U.S. Congress now functions are best viewed as countermeasures against the internet age. Congressional leaders have re-modelled the institutional structure for lawmaking. The fact of this change is widely known; but that its cause is the attempt to fight off the fragmenting effects of the internet age is less known.

The main change is the abandonment of the traditional structure for lawmaking, particularly for major legislation. That traditional structure, memorialized in the familiar “how a bill becomes law” narrative, entailed bills originating in committees that had specialized knowledge and jurisdiction over the relevant issues. The committees would hold hearings, work out changes to the bills in mark-up sessions, and vote them out to the floor of Congress with an accompanying report that explained the bill’s provisions in detail – where they would be debated, amendments would be voted on, and bills passed or defeated.218 This made the chairs of key committees powerful figures, along with seats on committees members cared most about plumb assignments.

Instead, a more centralized, leadership-controlled, top-down structure has now replaced the process of decentralized, committee-based development of legislation. Major legislation is now largely built in the offices of the party’s leadership and then pressed upon the party’s members from the top. Many scholars decry these developments. The committee process, they argue, made for a more deliberative Congress. Now, congressional committees meet far less often than in the past (half as often, in the House). Legislation comes to the floor more often without any accompanying committee report, because committees played no role. The committees are also less independent; chairs initiate very little without the prior consent of the Speaker.

Centralized control over legislation limits regular members from opportunities to debate and amend legislation. It limits the incentives for committee chairs and members to develop specialized knowledge and expertise, or to be entrepreneurial in developing legislation. Members of Congress themselves, and newspaper editorial boards, frequently urge Congress to return to “regular order” – meaning the former, decentralized lawmaking process that enabled more collective input.

218 The information in these paragraphs comes from Curry and Lee, Legislative Capacity and Entrepreneurship, in Can America Govern Itself.
These criticisms might be valid, but they fail to recognize the forces that have led Congress to turn to centralized lawmaking, under both Republican and Democratic leadership. Congressional leaders have not gotten more power hungry all of a sudden. As the congressional scholars James Curry and Frances Lee have noted, today’s centralized lawmaking evolved to insulate Congress from the internet age. This more secretive process of developing legislation came to be viewed as necessary, in today’s communication environment, to enable the flexibility and compromise required in the US system to enact most major legislation.

Curry and Lee interviewed senior congressional staff who explained -- anonymously of course -- that centralized lawmaking is a response to the way social media empowers each parties’ most zealous bases. As one staffer put it concisely: “the politics of each party’s base has made [regular order] impossible.” Successful negotiations involve exploring options and tradeoffs; they require compromising on one item to win on another. But in the social media age, as one staffer observed, “if a piece of the negotiation gets reported, it’ll be seen in isolation from everything else we’re trying to do, all the other moving parts…. Social media will start churning information – all about one little piece. It spreads like wildfire. And all this even before you can have a discussion with the skeptics. By the time you can reach them, they’ve already made up their minds. They’re not listening to you.”

Internal party fragmentation combines with the external fragmenting effects of social media to create the pressures toward centralized process. Specific proposals that make up even a small piece of an overall deal will be weaponized to sink proposals; there are “hyper-partisans on both sides that will everything into a wedge.” As other staffers reported: “Regular order is too messy and it’s covered instantly in the media…there’s so much divisiveness inside the party’s caucuses that you render yourself pretty vulnerable if you’re putting out your gives that publicly.”

To be sure, additional factors have also driven the move to more secretive, centralized processes. That process, for example, helps diminish the pressure from lobbyists – which social media has further enhanced, creating increased ability to monitor and mobilize opposition. To forge compromises and get them through Congress, one staffer observed, “you need the back-room discussions outside the view of the lobbyists, even if that’s sacrilege to the open-government people.” As staffers observe, “[o]n lower profile issues . . . the committee process still functions.” But on major issues, in today’s Congress, “it’s in the backroom where the deal is made.”

In the post-Watergate 1970s, the view was more transparency would make government function better and more accountably. “Sunshine laws” and internal policy changes in Congress opened up many previously closed congressional processes. This reflected a shift from accountability of outcomes, in which proposed policies had to be defended and justified, to the view that accountability of process was also required. Through cable television first, then social media, the communications revolution rushed in. As Democratic congressman George Miller,

---

elected in 1974 as a post-Watergate reformer, reflected in the mid-1990s: “We were a conquering army. We came here to take the Bastille. We destroyed [Congress] by turning the lights on.”

The digital age accelerated that all the more. As another recent congressional staffer commented for the Lee/Curry study: “Transparency is a good thing in principle but it makes Congress more dysfunctional.” Members of Congress readily admit hearings are more informative and productive when conducted in private.

Centralizing lawmaking in the office of party leaders might have many costs. But in the toxic mix of fragmentation, social media, and transparency, it might be one of the only ways to enact major legislation.

A second, but related, emerging institutional technique is what some have called “Secret Congress.” This simply entails Congress and the President trying to keep quiet about the legislation they are enacting. One significant example of this technique’s success is the bipartisan “stimulus” and “covid relief” bill enacted in December, 2020, during the lame-duck session of Congress. Contained within that legislation, which President Trump signed into law, were major climate-change provisions that led leading environmentalists to call the bill – after it was enacted – “perhaps the most significant piece of climate legislation Congress has ever passed.” But there was minimal public attention and discussion of these provisions before they were enacted. The bill was publicly portrayed as a covid relief bill, or a stimulus bill. The climate provisions included many that had been developed in earlier Congresses, but which Congress was never able to enact on their own, when they would have been more visible.

Once issues become highly salient, partisan political calculations can overwhelm the substance. As Matthew Yglesias puts it, when issues are salient: “Under these circumstances, polarization is high and compromise is rare. Congress is prone to gridlock, and when solutions pass, they pass on a near party line.” Studies have shown that increased media coverage of an issue leads rank and file members to seize opportunities to engage the issue, creating a spiral of salience; as more members engage and more groups become involved, leaders lose the ability to control the process and are more likely to have problems getting policy enacted. When voters see coverage of proposed legislation that emphasizes partisan conflict, they become less supportive – even when they approve the substance of the legislation. But if issues can remain less visible, significant bipartisan legislation is more likely. Yglesias offers several other recent successful enactments that illustrate this dynamic.

---
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That the communications revolution is driving Congress to less visible processes is ironic. Seeking to escape certain forms of public deliberation and accountability might not be consistent with the values of abstract democratic theory. But doing so might be necessary for government to function effectively in the modern communications world. Put another way: democratic theory might need to be rethought for the age of social media.

Instead of government groping for effective responses, perhaps some means of re-creating appropriate and effective mediating structures will come from within the communications sphere itself. This would have to go well beyond effective content-moderation even for misinformation, itself an immensely difficult technological task even were there will to do it. Rauch points out that the mass circulating newspapers of the late 19th century were full of rumor, sensationalism, and misinformation to the point that willfully concocted stories were common. But norms of journalistic professionalism then emerged, along with institutional structures, that emphasized accuracy, responsible processes for reporting, the separation of factual coverage from opinion pieces, and the like. I cannot envision an analogue for the hyper-decentralized world of the digital age that would meaningfully and appropriate reduce the fragmenting pressures it generates on democratic politics and governments.

CONCLUSION

The communications and political theorist Martin Gurri has put a sharp point on the communications revolution’s effects on political authority: “the rise of [the information age] places governments on a razor’s edge, where any mistake, any untoward event, can draw a networked public into the streets, calling for blood. This is the situation today for authoritarian governments and liberal democracies alike. . . .The mass extinction of stories of legitimacy leaves no margin for error, no residual store of public good will. Any spark can blow up any political system at any time, anywhere.”226

The legitimacy of political authority is inherently under continuous attack in the new information age, with political fragmentation a defining feature of, and major challenge to, democracies today. This fragmentation is both effect and cause of the perceived inability of democratic governments to deliver effective governance on the issues their members care most about. The general fact of this fragmentation across different democratic systems might not be readily apparent, for it takes different forms in differently structured systems. In PR systems, one form it takes is the fracturing of the long dominant major parties into numerous smaller parties, making formation of effective, sustainable governing coalitions considerably more difficult. In the United States, fragmentation manifests in political parties more internally splintered, with many politicians now independent free agents unconstrained by the need to embrace party leaders and party positions. In all democracies, individual members, spontaneous, non-organized groups, organized groups, and insurgent political parties – including those that mostly exist in virtual space
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-- are now empowered with effective means to destabilize political authority whenever these actors disagree with how they perceive government to be acting.

Perhaps this fragmentation is a temporary fact of democratic life. Anxieties about democracy have risen during other difficult eras, of course, and democracies have shown resilience not just in surmounting previous challenges, but in their ability to be flexible enough to change course when things have gone wrong. Circumstances might change in ways that make certain issues currently driving this dynamic less salient. Greater societal consensus might emerge on central issues. The process of major party realignment might reach a relatively stable new equilibrium, which would enable decisive and effective governmental action if that realignment enables less fractured governments.

Perhaps, though, our era will be one in which new technologies will enable many more people to engage in forms of politics, individually and in groups or parties. Opposition to government action, or demands for government to act or act differently, will be easy to mobilize and constant. Politics and government will be continually turbulent, but less able to deliver effective responses on the issues roiling the day. The forms of democracy will continue. Elections will be held, governments will eventually be formed. But each new government will confront the same forces of disruption and protest that paralyzed and brought down its predecessor. Widespread participation will be constant, but so will disaffection, distrust, frustration, and belief that government’s failure to deliver effective action must be the result of corruption – either of the process of government or the processes by which governments are elected and formed.

The importance of effective government is often ignored in political and legal theory. But if democratic governments cannot overcome fragmentation and deliver on the issues their citizens find most urgent, paralysis and dysfunction could give way to worse.

---
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